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They have three sets of twins in count of the rain to dissapoint
ATTENthis district.
the large crowd Saturday and
Prairie Flower, Dist. No. 16. also to miss the dinner,
A. H. Pease teacher.
Brysn, Dist. No. 42.
Miss
Melrose, Dist. No. 24 B (rural) Mary Dunlap teacher. Will be
Lots of good furniture but in a beautiful building when comSpecial Committee, Including News Representative, Visit bad condition.
Estimated that Six to Eight Thousand People Attended Fair
pleted.
Each and Every School in the County. I hey Have
Livestock and
and Circus in Clovis Tuesday.
Melrose, Dist, No. 12. W. F.
Miss
Bethel, Dist. No. 34.
Awarded Prizes to the most Deserving
Display
Products
in
Best
Years
Osborne Principle. School bard Nora Brown teacher. School in
and number of patrons present session.
On account of rain and cold
Tuesday October 5, the first ceeding day. The judges and
A special committee composed by committee and others. Sup- Everything in first class con
Has modern banking weather we were unable to make day of the Curry County fair, clerks were busy all day awardof Prof. L. C. Mersfelder, Staff per with J. L Philips and spent dition.
which is taught in our schedule at ; all points so a broke cloudy after an early ing and paying cash prizes.
photograher R. 0. Robinson and the night with Mr. Montzingo system,
school. A handsome hand bag number of places the patrons morning shower which dampen- This has been one of the most
E. E. Forbes aa special News and W. B. King.
representative, visited each of
Wednesday 22nd.
Cramer, made of fish cord by Miss Ber were disappointed and some had ed the ardor of those who had successful years for the Curry
the Curry County school districts Dist. No. G3.
J. T. Smyth, nice Morris was on display. A gone home. Quite a number of hoped for an ideal day. Liter county farmer in many and the
and examined into the conditions teacher.
New building under fine dinner was enjoyed with districts were making substan- old sol drove away the storm crop exhibits were numerous and
Rev. R. A. Crawford.
tial improvements and will show clouds and it developed into one of the very best kind. No few
and as a committee of judges construction.
Lone
30.
up
No.
Prairie,
Dist.
much better next session. of those beautiful autumn days from the old states were heard
have made a report awarding
Crockett, Dist. G6.
Nice
cash prizes as follows: Pleasant building and school board pres Mrs. T. W. Smith teacher. Sev We take this medium to thank with n even temperature and to remark that it was better
eral patrons were out to meet all who have contributed to the while the frost was not on the than anything that they were
Hill. $75.00; Havener, $40.00; ent,
committee.
different school districts and to pumpkin or the fodder all in the ever able to produce and the
the
(Grady).
Ruth
$25.00;
Rellview
Cap Rock, Dist. No. C7. School
Harmony, Dist. No. 37. Miss those especially who helped to shock, it was cool enough for it most Jgrateful thing about it all
(Hollene) $12 00 and Liberty! in session. Twenty-eighpupils.
t
Lois Robinson teacher.
make our visit so pleasant.
to have been. All roads leading was that it was an educational
(Clovis) $10.00.
E. C. Wilkinson, teacher. Good
St Vrain, Dist No. 21. Prof.
The Committee.
to Clovis were jammed with show jf products, poultry, fruit
Following is a breif report of
interest taken.
C. C. Ford teacher.
Although
cars, vehicles and conveyances and stock and not one of sports
our representative of his visit to
Boney, Dist. No. 68.
Fair Pupils Appointed
Miss it was raining several were presof all kind3. Everybody was as is the case with most of the
eaeh district:
Bolding, teacher. School
The following named pupils headed for C'ovis and
Monday, Sept. 20th, Commit- Delia
ent
before eastern fairs. Never before has
Twenty-fou- r
appointed to attend the noon
were
in
pre
session.
Havener, Dist. No. 20. W. C.
the streets were a jam of such an exhibit of fruits been
tee had Bupper with J, E. West-falZ. Isler.
Tharp and Miss Anna Weseman Albuquerque Fair. They repre surging humanity. It was too shown and no few could believe
after which a number of sent. Dinner with J.
,
GO,
No.
Dist.
teachers. Large attendance at sent the Curry County Industrial wet to work in the fields and that it was grown right here in
natrons met with the board ot
Club.
this fact is responsible for the Curry county.
directors at the school building Mrs. Alma Hollis, teacher. New night meeting. Great interest
This collection
building
under construction.
First Class Appointment presence of many who otherwise indued apples, peachy, prunes,
taken. Everything in fine conin Dint. No. 43. Some excellent
(All expenses paid)
might have remained at home to plums, grapes,
Bellview. Dist. No. 50. R. M. dition. They are going to put
strawberries,
interest taken in the school work
Boys
spent
Tne
committee
out
trees.
Lots of inDist No. gather the crops before the frost quinces and many other variethere. Committee spent a pleas Mickle, teacher.
gets them,
1
a pleasant night at the hospit 1 Henry Eshelman Clovis
ties. The textile exhibits were
ant night with the prosperous terest manifested.
The big
L
circus was especially interesting to the
Willis
A.
J.
homes
and
of
11.
building
2
able
Fine
equipment.
2
W.
large
Texico
Mordicai
Palmer
and
E.
Westfull
J.
farinea
" " 3 here also and that brought many ladies and many beautiful speci3 Edda Kleeman
watermelons were presented to Hankhouse.
Hell.
" 7 who might not have been inter- mens of needlecraft were on
Ray R. II ungate
Fertile Valley. Dist. No. EG.
Tuesday. 21st. Frio Dist. No. the committee. Spent the night
"
r was our first stop. The school w ith Prut. Jackson of Grady and Miss Maude Evans teacher. A
7 ested in the lair displays. Of exhibition.
Clifford Gallagher
nicely
painted
building
Single-tetine
M.
little
Pile.
II.
M.
i
Prof.
Space will not permit us to
directors met us. A.
Dist No. course the children had to see
Gikls
old
the
circus
folks
artistically
and
the
had
are
windows
and
the
They are
"
ail that was to be seen
mention
v is the teacher.
1
1
Thursday 23rd.
Jonesville,
Elizabeth O'Hara Clovis
making some improvements.
Dist. No. 49. Prof. 11. M. Pile arranged. A large enthusiastic 2 Ruth Clingman Melrose " 12 to come along. The Clovis ladies at the fair but suffice it to say
"
" 25 band, which is the talk of the that it was complete in each and
New build ing' under crowd was in attendance in spite 3 Nell Bruner
Miss teacher.
Brooks, Dist No. 51.
"
4 Carrie Bell
43 state, were out in their new uni- every detail and the seventh anClaud
of
rain.
the
Agjiess McLean is the teacher. construction. A number of pat
5 Francis Willhoite Grady " GL forms looking trim and beautiNo.
3.
Miss
Liberty,
Dist.
nual Curry County fair passed
Building rons were present.
School i n session.
A
ful. Soon the products began to into history as probably themoat
Campbell
A
teacher.
Skcond
Deatron
Class
needs repairs.
Grady, Dist. No. 61" Prof. S.
'
prosperous district and lots of (All expenses except R. Ic. fare) arrive and were placed in the successful ever held.
II. O. A Jackson and Mi.-- s Bernice
Ruth. Dist. No. 52.
trees and flowers, On account
Boys
Dist No. 100 foot square E ks' Auditorium
Thomas, teacher. School not in Fry teachers. School in session.
or
a
ievv
oniy
met
1
tne
Clyde Hartshorn Clovis " 1 which had just been completed Santa Fe Will Settle Claims
weainer
session.
Have a fine building Good attendance. They are goArising Out of Ardmore
2 Chester Crawford Melrose 12 and arranged for the exhibition.
the committee.
and lots of pride taken to keep ing to build a good two room
Texico-Pr- of.
D. L. Atkins, 3 Hudson Crawford Hollene 58 The livestock were located in the
Explosion Without Suit,
everything in first class con building in the near future.
Texico 41 big tents where stalls were pro4 Bernard Cooper
110 in school.
Principle.
is Report.
"
41
5 Buford Curry
dition.
Blacksmith. Dist. No. 47.
vided. A special train of three
No. 41.
Dist.
Grove,
Locust
ARDMORE, Okla., Oct.
All
choul insession. Miss Luvena
Dist No. coaches was run from Texico
Hollene. Dist. No. 58. School
Girls
Good crowd out. Excellent din- 1
claims of death injury and
2
board and patrons present. A Jackson, teacher.
Janie Jenkins Texico "
ner. Large watermelons. J. N. 2 Mildred llagler "
" 41 and Portales, Melrose and other loss of property resulting from
new room is under construction.
Blue Ridge. Dist. No. 46, Miss
nearby towns contributed their
Miss Monday teach- 3 Pearl Curry
"
Swebb
and
41
the explosion of thii tank car of
This will be a two room school, Mabelle Boucher, teacher.
share to swell the crowd. Seats gasoline
ers.
a week ago, will be asalthough only one teacher has
Our Friend George
were provided at the circus for
Pt Enterprise, Dist. No. 11.
Mrs.
Concord, Dist. No.
by the Santa Fe railroad,
sumed
Kennpth Law-in- g
been employed.
George six thousand and practically all
Several
R. I. Duke teacher.
Former Governor,
A. H, Pease, teachers
and adjustment will be made
will be the principal. An
present.
children
mercangone
Curry
has
into
the
these were occupied and still
May
41.
Miss
No.
Ard,
Dist.
excellent dinner with J. W.
Moye, Dist. No. 4. Miss Lena tile business at Cutter, N. M., there were many on the streets soon with the merits of each case
a
This
Scarbrough,
is
teacher,
family.
S.
and
Maxwell teacher. A prosper- where he is also running the and at the fair grounds. The determining.
Foster
district.
line
This was announced by Mayor
ous
district and trees and flowers Hotel
51).
Terra Blanco, Dist. No.
Jornado, which he recent- crowd was by no means as large
in abundance.
Deep
No.
28.
Dist.
Lake,
who asserted that he had
Mullen
'
Wright,
Georgia
Mrs.
teacher.
ly leased from the Cutter Land Wednesday which was an ideal
gotten word from the president
Dist. No. 9
New building under construc- Good new building. Miss Stella
Miss Merle Douglass teacher. and Improvement cmpany. Las day and it was a case of "back of the railroad, E. P. Ripley.
tion. School board and a num- Keed, teacher. Quite a crowd of School in session, 12 present and Cruces Citizen.
to the fields" with many farmers
company will not wait for
enthusiastic patrons were out to everything going along nicely.
ber of the patrons present.
Curry County was named in and few.visitors remained. Still theThe
judgment
of the courts.
committee.
the
meet
Hopewell, Dist. No. f.'5. Erma
Blacktower, Dist. No. 5. T. honor of George Curry.
the attendance, especially among
Prairie Valley. Dist. No. 25. E. and Oscar Wilmon teachers.
Mrs. Henry Barris and little
School in
Mulhair,
teacher.
the stock enthusiasts, wa3 all
Miss
A splendid sidewalk has been that could be expected.
Bertha B. Kincheloe teach- A good building but badly negdaughters, Pauline and Esther,
session,
a number of patrons
built around the Bridges resier. Good crowd at night meet- lected.
Johnson's Chamber of Com left the 1st for an extended visit
present.
tt
I.
6.
No.
D.
Dist.
Ideal.
improved
dence on the east side by Henry merce band furnished music on with Mrs, Barris' parents, Mr.
Liberty Bell. Dist. (4. Wilson ing. This is a well
teacher. School in session. Barris, the boss concrete workthis day and the attendance of and Mrs. W. P. Marman. at
Making some school.
Davis teacher.
A jolly crowd and room decorat
fully
work
demonstrates
town people was greater at the their old home near Springfield,
The
er.
14.
No.
Prairie View, Dist.
impovements. Good attendance
ed. Plenty of fine watermelons
fair grounds than on the pre- - Missouri.
hi3
business.
knows
Barris
that
on
very
ac
much
regret
we
and
teacher.
Pease,
at night meeting. Short talks Mrs. Blanche

CURRY COUNTY SCHOOLS
ARE IN SPLENDID SHAPE

RECORD BREAKING
DANCE AT COUNTY FAIR
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...PLAY IT SAFE...
"Nobody out, Bill, play it safe."

Mn

If you have ever attended a ball game, you

have probably heard that remark and appreciate its meaning. It's a good
warning to remember when you are buying a new suit. Play it safe. Buy a
suit that you know is value, one that positively will afford you the utmost satisfaction it will not cost you any more than the other kind.
In clothes from $10 to $2." Clothcroft Clothes arc the kind Hint protect you. Desirable from every point of view, they go a long way toward simplifying your ee
clothes problems. The guarantee that goes with them is your protection-sthat it is in the Inside pocket of the coat.
fu-tu-

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Company
--

THE STORE OF QUALITY."

rc

THE CLOVIS NEWS

KNOWING TRAIN SPEED
8EEMS TO BE LARGELY A MAT--'
TER OF IN8TINCT.

Jp

jk.
PORTUGAL'S

PRESIDENT

NEW

Bernardino Machado, the recently
elected president of Portugal, bat
been prominent for yean in publlo
life, having lerved bis country as premier, provisional minister of foreign
affairs, minister of the interior and
minister to Brazil. Me baa boen considered tbe foremost man In the republican party, and before tbe overthrow of tbe monarchy was regarded
as the logical choice of that party for
the presidency. In January, 1908, be
was accused of conspiracy against the
crown, but the charges never were
proved.
Benhor Machado, who is sixty-fivyears old, formerly was professor of
philosophy In Colmbra university, but
was ousted from bis chair because he
joined tbe anticlerical movement. He
la an excellent speaker, and during
his public career has been regarded
as strongly
One of the Interesting stories regarding Benhor Machado Is that be
sorved as Portuguese minister to Washington In 1900 and 1901 under the
name of Marquis de Banto Tbyrso, but was recalled because be made a premature announcement to his country of President McKinley's death, which
resulted in Lisbon sending messages of condolence four or Ave days before
the president 'died. After bis recall, according to tbe story; be dropped tbe
title, which was of papal origin, and resumed his family name.
The president of the Republic of Portugal la elected by joint vote of
both chambers of parliament for a term of tour years, and cannot be re
elected.
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PLEASANT

TAGGART

TOM

The power of personality never
was better Illustrated than In the career of Thomas Taggart, the Indianaand national political leader.
Irish by birth, Taggart must have
caressed tbe blarney stone from the
earliest days of his infancy to the day
of his departure for American shores.
This is not to say tbat he Is an orator.
He is nothing of the sort. On the contrary, he is no speechmaker at all.
But when It comes to saying quickly,
in private conversation, or In passing
greeting, the right thing in the right
way at the right moment, Taggart Is
without a superior In the wholo country. Not even his bitterest enemy will
And the slightest fault with Taggart's
smile.
That was the gift with which he
began life. That was his talent and
his capital. A cheery smile, a Arm,
,
friendly
a ready sympathythese went with It. And the combination elevated Thomas Taggart
from a clerk's position behind a depot lunch counter and a salary of eight
dollars a week to the highest position of political bosslBm In state and nation
and to the millionaire's status In point of fortune.
Taggnrt's Intimate friends are agreed tbat Taggart's political leadership
has cost him, In money, far more than It has ever put In his pocket. Ilia
hands, they say, are clean. His fortune was made when he gained control
of the company that operates the French Lick Springs hotel.
ever-pleasa-

Engineers Can Tell Exactly the Pace
They Are Traveling, Though
They Cant Tell How They
Know It

In answer to a correspondent who
Inquired bow an englnoer knows bow
fast his train Is going, a technical paper recently said: "He gauges speed
by the motion ef the cross-heaor
other movable part" His reply does
not meet with the approval of Railway
and Locomotive Engineering (Chicago). Says this paper:
"From lone experience gained In
the locomotive cab, we are disposed
to think that the person who gavo
that answer had no experience In
judging tbe speed of a locomotive. As
on most locomotives, the motion of
the cross hoad cannot be watched
from the tab unless a person leans out
of tbe Window, It Is certainly a very
deceptive way of judging speed, especially on a dark night, or when the
thermometer mercury has lost its way
down In the bulb. An engineer who
had to watch the motion of the cross-beaon such a night, In order to tell
how close he could make a meeting
point would be apt to lose an ear during the process.
"Every efficient engineer can tell
pretty accurately how fast an engine
Is running, day or night, under circumstances that would be terribly confusing to a novice; but very few engineers can tell now they understand
about the speed. Judging accurately
tbe speed of a train Is, like all operations, based on skill reached only by
practice, and tbe men moat expert at
tbe work can seldom explain clearly
how It Is done.
"In a court of justice dealing with a
train accMent the magistrate asked
the engineer, 'Will you take your oath
that you were running 65 miles an
d

hour?'

" 'Tea,' was

the reply; 'I swear that
65 miles an hour,'
"Magistrate
Will you swear how
you know that you were running 65
miles an hour?
"Engineer I swear that I was running 65 miles an hour, but I also
wear that I don't know why I know
that I was running at that speed.
"In daylight tbe trained man can
readily tell whether or not he Is keeping time by the movement past telegraph poles and other stationary objects; but when dense darkness makes
all objects Invisible, other means of

1

was running

judging speed must be found. Express
trains keep time as well In the night
as they do In daylight, so it must be
concluded that the engineers In charge
know how to regulate the speed. They
do so by a sort of Instinctive process,
various small things that to the untrained ear or oye would be meaningless supplying the means of judging
speed. Objects are seen differently
In a clear night from what they are
in a dark night, and high wind or
heavy rain Introduces their own confusing elements; while a rough piece
of track would make a raw runner
Imagine he was running a terrific
speed when he was losing time. The
GUARDS PRECIOUS DOCUMENTS
Instinctive power of training raises
tho experionced engineer above the
Woman's sphere in affairs of state Influence of decoptive surroundings,
extends Into one of the most Impor- and In the worst night that blows the
tant offices of the government. Espe- click of the wheels on the rail joints,
cially important at the present day is the rum bio of the wheels upon the
the library of the state department, rails, or tbe flash of light upon a
where are kept the treaties, records passing object, enables the expert to
and valuable data that determine the toll hew he Is getting along, but the
American policy in world affairs.
cross-heais seldom seen between staMiss Lucy Stuart Fitzhugh, who tions." Popular Mechanics.
has catalogued and classified tbe
library, is the expert clerk of the
KEEPS SNOW FROM TRACK
library, and cares for Its precious documents. She takes the place of the
honored "keeper of the. rolls." who Device 8hould Bs of Grsat Value to
the Railroads In Times ef
high dignitary In foreign
ranks as
8evere Weather.
governments.
v
"We have here a great many pubTo prevent the drifting of snow In
lications and documents that are to
be found nowhere else In the world." railroad cuta Is the object of an In- y
patented by Benjamin F. Swe-seshe says. "Among our most precious vention Belllngham,
Minn. The device
of
documents are the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of consists of a framework of notched
tbe United 8tates In the originals, beams running parallel with the sides
with the articles of confederation, the
emancipation proclamation and other
papers vital to our country's history."
Miss Fitzhugh Is a Kentucky girl. She tatight school in Pennsylvania,
Georgia and Michigan, and won her present office through the civil service.
Dr. Eugene Wambaugh of Harvard, who was a special counsel for the state
department when the European war broke out, remarked that tbe government had at least one employee well placed. She translates foreign languages, and knowa tbe contents of treaties like a book.
of the railroad cut. In the notches are
placed strips extending at angles of
approximately
60 degrees with the
horlson. It is claimed tbat when the
CHIEF JUSTICE WHITE'S JOKE
wind strikes the strips the snow wilt
bo deflected downward around the forward end of the device on ono side of
Although ponderous and learned
the track and up under the strips on
and dignified. Chief Justice White of
the other side.
the Supreme court cracks an occasional joke.
Testing Car 8prings.
White buys cigurs at a certain
Car springs are tested in a macntne
drug stove in Washington, and tbe
which alternately compresses and reman behind the cigar counter has
leases them tameath a heavy weight,
come to know him well enough to talk
thus Imitating closely the rocking of
to 'dim rather freely.
a car in rapid motion. After thouOne day as he handed the chief
sands vf compressions, which are autojustice his change the cigar salesman
matically recorded, tbe machine Is
Inquired breezily, by way of small
stopped and the spring taken out and
talk:
measured Tor loss of elasticity and for
"Well, Mr. Chief Justice, how's
permanent set.
the Supreme court going to decide
those antitrust rases next week?"
On 8teep Grsdes.
"It isn't a matter that we're supAlways remember that if you canposed to tatk inifb about," replied
not hold your car on a steep grado
White, pleasantly.
Still I don't mind
with tbe brakes, you can shut off tbe
telling you, provided you'll give mo
engine and put the car In low gear.
your axHurance that it will go no furTho engine will then assist In acting
ther."
'' ' f
I
as a brake. In extreme cases yon can
"Oh. I shan't toll a 'soul," declared
1
gi Into reverse gear with the engine
the clKar mm. rnrnrstly. "Not a Lrunning. It's far best, however- not
word- to let such emergencies arise.
White leaned over t'ifl counter and whi;.cita
hand-clasp-
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MEET

DEATH

WITH

DIGNITY

Railroad Man the Bravest ef the Brave
When the End Has to
Be Faced.
Why Is It that some disasters cause
a greater shock to the publlo than oth
ers of greater magnitude? No doubt
the presence of the heroic element,
the popularity of the victims, tbe mur
derous Intent, the narrow escape from
greater disaster, all contribute to the
human interest which attaches to such
wrecks as that which recently befell
the fast Pennsylvania train east of
the city. Two faithful employees, old
In the service, met death Instantly.
Accompanied by the expression of regret over the loss of valued lives was
the rejoicing that many passengers
were almost miraculously spared. The
destruction of property of itself is
an item of importance, but it dwindles in the light of the more conse
quential loss of life.
These railroad men every day faced
the possibility of that which finally
happened sudden and violent death-- yet
they were unafraid and died nobly.
Tbelr loss will be felt, and yet the
manner of their going Is not without
Its consolation. Death must come, and
It Is something not to be obliged to
meet It after a long and painful illness
under the distressing circumstances
that so frequently accompany the last
days of an active life. Indianapolis
News.
LOCOMOTIVE

IS CENTURY

First Put Into Operation In
George Btephenson Rocket
8peed ef 35 Miles.

OLD

1814 By

Had

The first locomotive was completed
and put into operation just a century
ago, In 1814, by George Stephenson,
who was born in Wylam, England,
June 9, 1781. He was engineer at a
colliery when he Invonted a traveling
engine to draw wagons along a tramway. Stephenson's first locomotive attained a speed of six miles an hour.
Improvement after Improvement was
made, not only in tbe locomotive, but
In the rails, and In 1822 Stephenson
opened tbe first railway, wbich was
eight mtles In length.
In 1829 his locomotive, the Rocket,
reached a speed of 85 miles an hour,
winning tbe prize of $2,500 offered by
the Liverpool
Manchester Railway
company. The entire system of railway locomotion, with stations, signals,
tenders and carriages, was completed
with the Inauguration of the Liverpool
Manchester line In 1830. Stephenson was largely Instrumental In establishing all the English and foreign
lines during the first period of railroading. He died In 1848. The centenary of steam locomotives finds those
engines Improved and enlarged beyond
the wildest dreams of the Inventor,
but already threatened with extinction
by the electric locomotive.
TURNS WATER

BACK TO TANK

Locomotive Injector Attachment That
Doss Away With Considerable
Annoyance.

mm
G035IR
Hunting for Real Haunted

House in Washington

Most persons are satisfied If they can locate a place whero
WASHINGTON. be relied upon to walk once a week, but In New York a
society tbat is devoted to psychical research Is much more exorbitant in its
demands. It Is seeking in Washing
ton a house where the ghost is guar
anteed to walk five times a week.
(HIIWAH?!
For such a haunted bouse the so1 HAVE
ciety will pay five times Its assessed
value, especially If It Is inhabited by
ghost one ot excruciata
ing moans and whose chains clank
most dolefully; preferably a ghst
with a gory history the ghastlier
tbe ghost the merrier.
so".
The New York
ciety has appealed to the Association
of oldest Inhabitants of the District ot Columbia to please tell It of the existence of such a house, and In the letter the society mentions that It has heard
tbat such a ghost rendetvous exists In a house "In Georgetown" and of
another "near the nary yard."
The country negroes of Georgetown and those who live near the navy
yard have not been especially glad to hear this. They are digging up rabbit
feet and rubbing them, they are burying newly pulled teeth with Incantations, and, in short, using every ghost layer they know anything about. If
this psychical research society wants ghosts, emphatically the Ethiopian
Society of Pork Chop Destroyers doesnt want 'em.
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Washington

spook-huntin-

Women Are Very Fond of Cigarettes

you didn't know that many a young girl who walks F street In
promenade carries her silver case Just the same as tbe
young dude who flits along at her side with his cane hung upon his arm?
Surprised? Well, it is not aston
ishing. For, you know, they don't
smoke on F street and they don't open
their cigarette cases In the full glare
of the sunlight while the throngs are
looking on. But they smoke just the
same.
Proprietors of cafes will tell you
they have a hard task preventing
women from smoking In public. A
proprietor said recently tbat more
than once respectable-lookinwoman
patrons have taken out their ciga
rettes and bave been on the verge of lighting up when a waiter has spied
them and passed them the tip that the rules prohibit women doing such
things.
"You know," said the proprietor, "It wouldn't just look right to see women
sitting here at our tables in tbis fashionable cafe smoking cigarettes. With
men It Is different. But If the women started It, our place would be tabooed
by the majority of our present class ot patrons."
"Do the women smoke much?" a maid who serves as an attendant In
tbe ladies' lounging room of one of the popular cafes was aHked.
"There are plenty of them who smoke," she replied. "And tbey carry
their srtokes around with them ail the time. But no one would know It.
Tbelr cigarette cases look just like vanity cases. You can't tell them apart
on the outside. Why, just a few days ago a pretty young girl who had been
dining in tbe cafe stopped in here to adjust hor hair and powder her nose.
She bad on her wrist what I thought was a silver vanity case supported by
a silver chain. But when she opened it, Instead of taking out a powder puff,
cigarette and thrust it in ber mouth. She offered
she extracted a
the case to her young girl friend, and she took ono, too. Then they both
lighted up. Rather queer, wasn't it? But say, after all, can you tell me
what Is the difference between a woman smoking and a man smoking?"

MAYBE

gold-tippe-

Weather Forecasts by the "Movie" and Wireless

In ordinary practice the overflow
from locomotive boiler Injectors is
discharged alongside and near the rail- WKATHER forecasts which have been disseminated over tbe Inland states
for years by means of the telegraph and the printing
road tracks. Iu cold weather this overflow freezes, forming coatings of ice press are beginning to reach the people of this territory through brand-nechannels by way of the "movie" and
the wireless.
An enterprising
proprietor of a
RAlfJ AND
motion picture theater In BirmingHAIL. ALSO
ham. Ala., was the first to see the pos5N0W AN0
sibilities of "weather by movie," and
WINDS F0I
he found Uncle Sam's weather bureau
THE flEUT
ready to
with blm. Tbe
24 HOima,
forecasts were printed by tbe local official In charge of weather matters on
celluloid films from which the emulsion had boon removed, and were
turned over to the theater authorities,
who bad them projected as an informative interlude botween shows ot comedy and tragedy.
Since then the display of weather Information on screens has spread
16 cities and 87 theaters.
Though tbe theaters do not open until six
near the tracks In railroad yards, re- to
sulting oftentimes In very serious ac- or seven o'clock In the evening, after the afternoon papers containing
been issued, It Is believed that the Information
cidents to tbe railroad employees, and weather forecasts bave
causing constant trouble and expense reaches many persons who would not otherwise receive It.
Entirely Independent of the "movie" weather reports, wireless Is coming
In removing it. This invention over
comes these difficulties by providing into use for spreading weather news on land after having already proved
means for returning tbe overflow wa- Itself to be Invaluable on water. Arrangements have been made to have
ter back to the boiler feed system, forecasts for Illinois distributed by wireless from Illlopolls, In that state, to
thus preventing the promiscuous dis- points within a radius of 125 miles that are equipped with the necessary
charge of the overflow alongside the receiving apparatus. It Is proposed to send the messages at a slow rate
in order that amateurs may take them, as most ot the operators In reach
tracks. Scientific American.
ot the sending station will be of this class.
Farmers and Automobiles.
Take the 10 states of the Middle
West known as the grain belt: IlliFalls to Be
for
nois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas, South Dakota, North Dakota and Oklahoma. IN less than five years It is not Improbable that the District will be using
system and In other ways electric enercv from nrut
In Its
Four years ago these 10 states owned
130,000 automobiles;
the proportion Falls, while the federal government will at the same time be uslnc thousands
of farm machines wu perhaps one in or Kilowatts or current in us various
In activities and a large surplus will be
ten. The number of motor-car- s
these 10 states has quadrupled In the available tor sale to the public.
r
This
estimate was given
last three years and more than doubled In the last two yars, so that on as conservative by Colonel Langfltt,
January 1, 1915, by figures furnished who made the most recent survey of
by the various secretaries of state, tho the power possibilities, and It is
number of cars was 6E9.730. Of this thought that under present conditions
f
belong the work could be completed In a less
Immense total fully
to farmers. The number in the 10 period of time.
This estimate also took Into acstates is increasing at the rate of
13,000 machines a month, 425 a day. count necessary delays In obtaining
The average value of these machines title to overflow lands and other
rights so that If this phase of the work were expedited tbe actual construcwas $980. Farm and Fireside.
tion work could be completed probably In three or four years.
The army engineers, who undoubtedly will be Intrusted with
No Power In Raw Gas.
the Job,
It Is not the amount of gasoline thai will be able to draw upon much vnluuble experience In their corps for the
determines the amount of power to be design of the dam which Is to impound the waters of the Potomac Is praccylinder. It tically the same as that of the Oatun spillway dam In tbe Canal sone
derived from a glvtn-siteLike the Isthmian prototype the Potomao dam will sweep across
Is the amount tbat can be changed into
the
vapor and mixed with air to a proper space to be filled in an arc of a circle and will be surmounted by 18 gates
degree beforo ignition. In winter much which can be opened In time f flood. These gates will be designed so as
gasoline Is wasted by being carried as to allo" the passage of all surplus water even In such volumes as in 1889,
liquid into the cylinders. Such mate- when I he highest known point was reached. Provision will also be made
rial burns very slowly compared to the for the passage of ice through the gates, a problem which was not encounproper mixture, and leaves much ot tered In the Panama canal work.
In addition to the main dam which will keep the lake at
tho carbon deposited In the combusthe
level, there will be an intake dam 11 feet high protecting the power house.
tion chambers. Tbis Is not economy.
Men will lie within the District on Ibe north side ot the river.
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DIVERSIFICATION IS SAFEST FARMING

Italian Faces Death With a Smile
and a Joke.
Austrian Offlere Aatonlshsd at the
Essy, Cheerful Way of Italian
Soldiers Comradeship Between Oflleara and Man.
CIANFARRA.
(International News Borvic.)
Udlne, Italy. A atay of a few daya
at any of tbe sectors Into which the
Italian front la divided will convince
the neutral observer of several
things. Two of these will suffice as
chiefly characteristic of the Italian
army, vli.: The good humor of tbe
Italian troopa even In the face of tbe
most desperate straits; and tbe excellent relations which exist at all
times between tbe officers and men.
Shrapnel sheila may explode at regular Intervals In and around tbe
Italian trenches, the roar of tbe guns
may be deafening and
the rain of bullets may raise clouds
of dust and send pebbles and chunks
of rocks hurtling through the air
and yet the Italian sold or will always be ready to get all the fun he
can out of the attuatlon.
In fact tbe clammy hand of death
may be lurking In every corner and
yet his native smile will never desert
blm, the unquenchable fir will never
leave bis eyes, ho will always be
ready for a joke at the expense of
tbe unsuspecting comrado standing,
rifle In hand.t his side, alert at the
first signs of real danger.
Tbls good humor, tbe radiant smile
and the easy cheerful ways of tb
Italian "Tommy," even after tbe most
bloodcurdling operations, In which
be may have risked his life a dosen
times, excites tbe wonder of the AusBY CAMILLO

4.

officers.

One of the latter In a letter to his
mother which was found on tbe battlefield declared that he could not
make up his mind whether these
Italian soldiers were cynics or enthusiasts.
"For a whole day," continued the
officer, who Is a devout Catholic, "I
was prevented from training a gun
agalnat a certain spot, because I saw
through my field glasses that an ammunition wagon waa guarded by a
priest armed with a long shining
cross."
When the Italians evacuated the
spot It was discovered that tbe
priest was nothing more nor less than
a black cassock and a wldebrimmed
hat, aupported on two wooden sticks
and the cross formed out of a number of tin meat cans.
Music and singing, however, form
tbe chief diversions of the Italian
troops, whenever and wherever the
officers allow It As Colonel Dunn,
military attache at the American embassy, remarked after a short visit
to the Italian front, "These encamp-montbehind tbe firing line are more
like a picnic party than soldiers on
a battle front"
Every contingent has Its quota of
guitar, mouthorgan
and mandolin
playera. and night concerts follow
each other on every side until tho
"Last Post" Is sounded and the regiment retires under canvas. But even
then after the patrol haa disappeared
toward the furthest end of the camp,
a tender and touching melody steals
through the air, lulling the nearby
restless to sleep.
As to the relations existing betweon
the officers and the men In the ranka,
they form. In the opinion of Captain
Hayshl, member of the Japaneaa military mission, a striking feature of tbe
war. Italian military discipline Is
atrlct. but not harsh.
It Is maintained by kindness and Justice rather
than by fear.
First, the officers Invariably treat
their men as they deserve to be
treated; kindly, humanely. Moreover,
s
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they do It without loss of dignity.
Hence, the soldiers respect, honor and
even love their superiors.
In tbe trenches and everywhere on
the firing line, where danger Is greatest, the foellng or devoted comradeship between offloers and men Is admirable and it Is safe to say that
every sold) or Is ready and willing to
lay down hla life for bla superior.
Stories of soldiers who risked their
lives to save those of their officers
are a dally occurrence at tbe Italian
front.
The last soldier to be decorated
waa a certain Outdo Vltelll who. on
seeing In the course of an engagement hla lieutenant fall grievously
wounded, left the trencbea accompanied by a comrade and rushed to
the rescue. The spot where tbe officer lay was quite a distance from the
trencb and Vltelll was struct: twice
In the band and In the cheek, while
his comrade waa aligbtly wounded In
the leg.
Nevertheless, the two wounded soldiers succeeded In carrying their superior officer Into the Italian lines.
At the hospital, where he Is now recovering. Vltelll related bis adventures to the captain of his company,
adding that he waa glad of the opportunity of proving the dovotion ho felt
for the gallant young lieutenant. Naturally, the captain has recommended
him for the modal.
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Into play during the present
Judging from tbe way It la
to the pointer or operator of
of the mortar tbe otber arm

TOLD

TO

WHIP HIS SON

Pittsburgh

Magistrate Orders "Good,
Hickory Lacing"
for Reckleas Youth.
t

Pittsburgh, Pa. "Take that son ol
yours and give him a good,
lacing," said Magistrate Sweeney

central police station to Frederick
Blendlnger, Sr., father of Frederick.
Jr., who waa arrested after be and
In

four companions had piled up Mr.
Blendlnger's big car against a curb
In Webster avenue.
When Mr. Blendlnger demurred at
the sentence Imposed on bis son Magistrate Sweeney said: "Do as I say or
It will be Jail for the young man." At
this command the father agreed to
comply with the letter of the law.
Young Blendlnger pleaded that he
bad merely taken hla father's car to
give a few friends a ride.
TWO

TEETH

AT

$7.50

PER

Kanaas Police Judge Fines Man fur
Knocking Woman's Mo- lars Out.
According to Judge
Dan R. WagBtaff of tbe Sallna police
court a tooth Is worth $7.50 In a
woman's bead, and anyone who
one of them must pay that
Sallna.

Kan.

amount

Rabbit Hole a Tressur.
Pratt. Kan. A Mexican auiue six
miles east of here was hunting rabbits yesterday and ran a rabbit Into
a hole, lie reached Into the bole and
pulled the bunny out. but the rabbit
held to a sleeve of a man's Jacket
Further Investigation by the Mexican
showed a large swag of heavy silver
ware that bad been hidden lu the
hole, wrapped up in the Jacket. Tbe
silverware was turned over to a near
by resident and be nuiltled tbe offi
cers.

Anna Conrad caused the arrest of
James Barnes on a charge of assault,
and when she showed the Judge the
vacant spnee between her teeth where
the two had been removed, tbe Judge

forthwith assessed a fine of Ho
against Barnes, 17.50 per .tooth.
Anna objected to playing tbe part
of Famine unless she received tbe
monoy, but the judge ordered that
the $15 go Into the city treasury.

Hla Precious Horses.
Miller, 8. D.
Robert Wllsou. a
prominent rancher here, la known for
Lives on Coffss.
He bfcs
tbe fine borse be raises.
Baltimore Kate Larber, aged thlr- - muny ready for the market but be re
lopn
ar in
hna since she was fourteen fuses to sell one while tbe
montha old taken practically no nour Europe lasts, fearing they would be
ishment except conee, wnicu sne sent there and injured or killed in
drinks In large quantities, sometimes battle Hb refuses fancy prices right
along for horses.
20 cups a day.

900

PAUPERS

I

FINDS BOY LOST FOUR YEARS

Important Organs Are Out of Gear,
but He .Gets Along Com.
fortsbly.

Twenty Counties In the State Have
No Poor Farms Nor Poor
Indigents.

Nationwide Search for Eight-Yea- i
Youth Ends Successfully
In Texas.

Chicago. When Adam was "organised," so to speak, the liver was
placed on the right aide and the
pleen on the left The heart was located just a trifle on the port side,
abaft the thorax. The plan haa been
followed with eminent success ever
since. It is quite tbe thing, even In
these late days. But the spirit of adventure Is strong In Joseph Shapiro.
He likes things different Wben he
went to receive treatment for tuber
culosls from Dr. Maximilian Spats, tha
physician discovered hla heart was
hiding securely below tbe right lung,
bis liver was curled np contentedly on
the left side and the spleeu on tho

Topeka. Twenty of the 106 Kanaas
counties have no poor farms or Indigent poor, while In other counties tbe
accordpoor farms are
ing to a report made by J. W. Howe,
secretary of tbe state board ot control.
In the year ending July 1 the various countlea It Kansas cared for
only 900 paupers, the report says.
Pending tha construction of new
quarters at the WlnUeld Hospital for
the Feeble Minded, a number of Insane and feeble minded patients have
been cared for by Individual counties.
As a result there wei. ten more In
mates of poor farms this year than
last year. In the year ending July
1, aays tbe report, there were 19 children In tbe county nstltutlnns as
agalnat 14 tbe previous year.

r
Fort
Worth, Tex. A
search through the United States and
Canada for her
aon was
ended here a few days ego by Mrs.
Julia Delo of Quebec, Can., who Identified the boy held by authorities here
since the arrest if E. S. Carroll on
March 6, as her aon.
Carroll had been arrested on a
charge of assault He had been traveling around tbe country with tbe
boy.
Both told conflicting stories snd
were ordered held. Carroll, officials
said, probably will be charged wltb
abduction.
The boy recognised Ms motber Immediately, although he was only four
years old when he disappeared from
home. Carroll's attorney filed a ha
beaa corpus petition to regain possession of the cblld.

Even his stomach la turned around.
But It lan't bothering Shapiro any.
A finger clamp for knitting and crochet needles baa been Invented to relieve lb strsln of holding them.

MANSION

NOW

A

HOSPITAL

Houss Shaltsrs
ho Have Lost Limbs In
the War.

Ftoshimpton

Msn

bouse baa
London - Roehampton
now been altered into a military hospital for the exclusive use of soldiers
and sailors who have lost one or niore
of their limbs In tbe war It Is known
a one ot "Queen Mary's Convalescent Auxiliary hospitals" and Its chief
Interest lies in the peculiar service It

1irJ

four-yea-

eight-year-ol- d

Greyhounds belong to on
Cats were doroectlcaied in Egypt at
early as 1600 B. C
'Udesl known types of dug.
Is to render.

nW Cm

stances that nourish plant and animal
life are made available.
Another Important factor i good
shelter, a protection from heat and
cold. It require food to maintain heat
In the body, and the amount required
for this I much greater if the animals do not have protection from the
cold. On some farms the amount ot
more
feed required to keep up heat
into
than the amount converted
growth and fat.
Many of us fall to preserve our
feeding crop in a way to make them
palatable and digestible. It they are
not palatable they will not be eaten,
and If they are not digestible they will
produce no good result.
Too much of the food finds It way
into the manure without being eaten
on account of not being palatable,
and much that ia eaten many time
fall to nourish on account of not being digestible.
Overripe hay that Is damaged, overripe straw, corn fodder and stalk that
have become woody contain but a
mall per cent of nutritive value which
they would have possessed had they
been cut and cured at the proper time.
The silo offer a way by which we
can preserve our corn crop at a time
when It Is of the greatest feeding
value and keep it without waate and
sult.
Study the adaptation of your farm; preserve it in the best, most palatable
Its location to good markets, yo'ur own condition, so that It will furnish the
likes and dislikes and then specialize greatest possible amount of nourishupon the kind ot stock husbandry that ment
If you have a silo, the Btalka may be
Judgment teaches Is boat for your
Improved by cutting and fed to the
farm.
The beef producer will not find It stock after being sprinkled with water
profitable to keep Jerseys, nor the and a little mill feed.
dairyman Hereford.
If preserved In good condition, the
It I feeding
animals cattle will consume about all ot the
that has enabled feeders to realize hay, straw and fodder with very little
profits on the amount of feed that is waste, and so yield us all the profit
consumed and it Is the feeding ot dairy there is in them.
It loom the holght ot folly to grow
animals that has enabled dairymen to
good crop and feed them out under
make their buslnoss profitable.
The better the animals the larger conditlona that will not allow of
the profits, and tbe animals that are profits.
bred for special purposes are more , No single crop wilt form a balanced
certain of giving good results.
ration for any animal, when fed alone.
While it 1 my opinion that dairy We need to make combining foods a
farming I the most profitable manner study If we would feed them to the
of realizing good profits on home- best advantage. We must remember
grown feeds, yet It is out of the ques- that we are keoptng our farm stock untion fcr all of us to become dairy farm- der more artificial conditions every
ers. Some will do bettor with sbeep year and if we confine them to one
and some with horses.
kind of food, they cannot make the
It is not profitable for a man to best galna and keep tn a healthy condihandle animal that he doc not like tion. Unless thoy have the kind ot
and that he can take no pride and In- food best suited to their needs their
terest In keeping In a good condition. development is slow and uncertain.
The most Important requisite for feed- The soil stands ready to give large reing any kind ot stock Is pure water turns to Intelligent farmers.
Every
and plenty ot It; other things may be well bred animal on the farm, by the
neglected to a certain extent but tbe very law ot Its being, Is ready and able
water 1 Indispensable.
to assist In giving additional value to
f
More than
of the live all crops that are grown on tbe farm.
weight of all our domestic animals Is If we only surround them with the
water, and water Is the universal sol- right condition. Successful feeding
vent, the medium by which all sub- - depends entirely upon the man.
(By W. M. KELLY.)

new engines of war which haa been brought
European war. It Is mounted on boxes, and
bandied wben fired there la considerable risk
the weapon, for while one arm directs tbe 0r
pulla the slug which aets It off.
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'1'bis remarkable looking weapon, which is being used with telling effect
against the TurVs In tbe Dardanelles campaign, Is a trencb mortar, one of tbe
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"Any time yon want real
goodies uie Calumet Baking
Powder I My mother uses
she's
tried all others
now shs
learned her lesson
sticks to Cslumet
"Unequalled for msking
. J
k.lr- ranaeif wnuioauma. 1lk
Wonderful ltavsning
and raising qualities uniform
results. Mother ssys Cslumet

in order to grow successful crops for
less cost than they will sell for In the
market, we must feed them out on tbe
farm, so that we shall realize more
than the market price for them, and
thus make two profits. Could we market what we raise for an Increased
price we would not need to raise so
much to meet expenses. And If we
could realize a profit above the market price for our feeding crops, we
should in many Instances double our
incomes, and without adding to the
cost of production and so have less
cause to complain of low prices and
overproduction'.
The first step toward more profitable feeding I improved stock. There
are very few farms that are not supporting animals at a loss on account of
their Inferior quality.
We should keep not only more good
stock, but we should Iteep those that
are adapted to our needs.
Diversified farming is the safest
Different soil require different crops;
and upon all, farm rotation Is essential
to profitable production. But the feeding of live stock Is a separate and
distinct branch of tbe business; and
the narrower the limit to which we
confine ourselves the better the re-

special-purpos-
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Chespandblgcan Baking Powder do not
save you money. Celnmetdoes It aPnre
and far superior to sour milk and soda.
Of Course.
was taking daughter to

Mamma

task.

"I don't like tbe way yo'i and Jack
hang over the front gate every evening," she remonstrated.
"Well, as to that, there' a great
deal to be said on both sides," replied
daughter. Judge.
If you wiiih beautiful, Mear white
slothes, use Red Cross Bag Blus. At sO
good grocers. Adv.
Wben a young man Is sure he can't
live without a cortaln girt he ought
to marry her and discover hi mistake.

Makes Rapid Headway
Kidney dieeaee often advances so
rapidly that many s person is firmly in
its graxp before awnre of iti progress.
Prompt sttention should be given tbe
lightent symptom of kidney disorder.
If there ii a dull pain in the back,
headaches, dizzy epelle or a tired, worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the kidney secretions
sre offensive, irregular and attended
by pain, uee Doan's Kidney Pills st
once. No other kidney medicine is to

A Wyoming Case
4a

C. Hammond,

jf

ih

Startling Information.
Only sailors and soldiers whose
San Angelo, Tex. John Corbet, a
wounds sre healed are to be accepted trapper, is showing friends here a
at the hospital, and there they will rock wblcb be found along the North
remain during the long period nec- Concho river Tbe rock bas a cavity
essary for tbe fitting of an artificial In It in which be found a frog Mr.
Corbet broke the rock and the frog
limb
It haa been computed that up to hopped out Undoubtedly It bad been
June 7 lust no fewer than 874 limb- there many years
less men have been discharged from
Turtle and Tortoises.
the service, and that figure takes no
About three hundred species ol
account of tbe men now in hospital
or those maimed tn tbe Dardanelles turtles and tortoises are known Some
of these sltain a very Urge size
fighting

POULTRY REQUIRE
FEEDING VALUE OF
SOME PROTECTION
ALFALFA ENSILAGE
.

Shade Is Just as Necessary During Summer as Sunny Spots
Are in Winter Season.
Poultry require protection from tbe
hot sun just as much as other stock
on tbe farm. Shade during the hot
day
la Just as necessary as sunny
spots are to cold weather.
But all
placea where the sun doe not shine
are not Ot for poultry. A damp, con
fined atmosphere 1 worse than the
blazing sun. Roup, rheumatism and
other Ills quite frequently result from
ranging In such localities. Tbe close,
stifling air found In tight buildings, un
der floors, or in stable lofts is scarce
ly any better. In such localities disease may be contracted, vermin multiplied, and the profit side of the poultry ledger remains blank.
Poultry of all kinds delight In the
shade furnished by an open shed, so
arranged a to admit the air from all
point of the compasa.
The floor
should be of earth and should be
spaded occasionally.
The fowls will
enjoy the dust bath and keep cool at
the same time.
A very frequent cause for hens not
laying In hot weather is lack ot water.
At this time they should be provided
at least three times a day with fresh,
pure cold water.

Interesting and Instructive Re
port of Experiments Made
at California Station.

With a view to determining the
feeding value of silage made from
alfalfa composed of at
least half foxtail and weeds, 107 three
and
native range ateer
weighing approximately
970 pound
each were fed by the California Sta
tion for 4S day on a dally ration of
10.6 pound of alfalfa hay, 20.2 pound
of silage, and 8.4 pounds rolled barley.
They made an average dally gain ot
1.63 pounds per bead, requiring per
pound of gain 6.9 pounds of hay, 13.1
pounds of silage and 6.4 pound of
barley.
The alfalfa was put Into the ailo
about May 1, and feeding waa begun
In July. The silage as fed out was
well made, of a dark brown color and
of slightly acidulated, aromatic flavor.
That in the lower part of the ailo waa
more moist than that In the upper
part and was apparently relished beat
by the steers. While most of the
silage was not taken with particular
relish It was always eaten up clean,
with the exception of a few day dur
ing the middle of July, when a layer
of partially spoiled silage was reached,
at a point where the filling of the silo
had been Interrupted for a few day.
Select Seed Corn Early.
The foxtail heads, which would have
Select seed corn early and thus caused great trouble in feeding the
avoid getting the late maturing ears. alfalfa as hay, were eaten before hav
These ears re not nafe for seed.
ing a chance to dry out
first-cuttin-
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Pine St., Laramie. Wyo., eaye:
"Kidney complaint
came on me wiin
dull pain
In my
back, making me
and
sore all
lam
over.
Tht kidney1
secretion
were
filled with sediment
and my kidneys
8.
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The Wretchedness
of Constipation

Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
UVER rILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
I HDTFDsl
gently on the
I
liver. Cure
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unknown. Another thing that
has opened their eyes is the fine
wheat, corn, kaffir, maize etc.
has been shipped from this
that
Company
The News Printing
section to the east and which
Publishers.
they have been compelled to
J. E. Cuhren. Political Editor. buy for the past few years.

Notice For Publication
Public Land Sale

The Clovis News

Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M. as second class
matter under the act of March

Office of the Commissioner

of Public Lands

State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Aug.
Notta U horeby given tht

Resolutions of Respect
and Condolence

Whereas God has Been fit to
call to her reward, Mrs. Lula
Beaty, wife of Sovereign J. C
TERMS OKSVBSCRIPTION
Beaty; be it resolved that Grady
$1.00 Camp, No 67. Woodmen of the
One Year
50c World, extend to the bereaved
Bix Months
loved ones its heartfelt respect
Quite a ft w farms are again and condolence. May the graci
ous light, which softens such
changing owners.
3. 1879.

sorrow and makes grave

afflic-

Still the settlers come and still tions possible to bear, be theirs
in this sad misfortune,
there's more to follow.
Be it further resolved that a
More homeseekers have
copy of these resolutions be
in Curry County during spread on our minutes; that a
year than for three copy be handed to the bereaved
past
the
years previous.
family: that a copy be sent to
each of the local papers, and one
Several liht frosts have been to the Sovereign Visitor for
reported which is unusually publication.
early for this section. No maSigned S. A. Jackson
terial tianue has resulted to
K. A. Carter
crops.
H. I). Ashby,
.

Committee.
has been
The News
crowded to keep up with the
Notice
work i.rd it hash en no easy
to employ an
wishing
Those
a 24 page special
job to
experienced Traction Engineer
edition and also get out the ruth
for fall threshing let me know
job work.
or leave word at my iainer s
Dlace 1
miles southwest of
The Amarillo fair was a fail
M.
Grady.
Can furnish ref
N.
day
because
the
of
ure the' last
necessary.
if
erence
equine xial stoims. The Curry
Otto Kamradt,
County fair dates were set late
Grady, New Mexico
enough to avoid th se and also
pd.
t
25c
to secure better matured crop
exhibits.
office
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Bring Oder Out of Chaos

Now, Mr. Taxpayer, while the
district court is in session is a
most propitious time to organize
a county taxpayers' association
and launch the propaganda that
will bring tax order out of tax
chaos, There should be an organization in each school district
and a righteous propaganda of
tax education launched and
pushed to its legitimate ends.
Under such conditions you nee d
have no fear of the beneficent
rrsults to society. -- Cluytcn Ctii-

We didn't even see or hear of
a grouchy person at the fair.
To the contrary, everybody appeared enthusiastic and very
optimistic over the future possibilities of this section of the
country.

Tell them about Clovis and
Curry Ceuiity or send them a
copy tf Inst week's News. They
will v ant to cr me here and settle
at re
h's the best cruntry
letwun wisfein CiilifVrt.ia and
f us'! rii Vk'n) n a ar d in rrjtny zvn.
!'
Ih'P tl ese,
One si s renin

rtlcts.
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'u alii rt.! show.
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It was

ii.iii.i h d se ve n ears no by the
Clovis News. It was first called
the "pumpkin" shew and has

grown in proportion yearly until
now it is regarded as the greatest show day of the season.
half of the people that
received extra copies of the
News big 24 page fair and development number at the fair
grounds stated that they intend: d to send it away to friends
and relatives in the Old States.
That is the system to help build
up and
this country for
those who might not believe by
reading can see the picture of
what f have accomplished in
the last cijjht years and are do
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For Sale
loU or less liinh fcrade cows.
Will Kfil on lung tune turns.

I'ay lor tnein witn calf increase.
J. (.'. Anderson.
it pd.

t'.'lO.

laimant narnen ax Ai(ncin!i:
Jacub P. Kit hart. ('I .vifl, N. M.. Will K. MiifH.
HavcntT. N. M.. t,'hi ict.ihT M. Putman, Clnvi,
N M. J hn
Juhnaon, Havunor. N. M
(

Evann, Reir'ater.

Notice
To anyone that harbors or pays
Marie Burnett wages without my
consent will have to pay me according to minor law, or credits
her in any form. I am not re-
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We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

the window

T. Jernigan & Go.
Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

PROFESSIONAL

OUR

LAWYER
Nkw Mexico.

Clovis,

Dr. J. B.Westerfield
Oflice in Jackson Bid jr.
Opposite Postoflice
Office Phone 231 -- Residence 269

Deposit your money with us.
draws interest.

Chapman

at once!

The
n
Union Mortgage Co.

ceipt.

Nejiotiate your loans from us. Approved security will tret you any amount you want at
modest interest.

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office

Substantial men own this bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial men have
made it what it is and will make it greater.

Opposite Postoflice

R. R. DUNCAN
'

This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUIt bank in theory
make it so in practice.

DKNTIST
Oflice Opposite P.

Phone

0.

89.

NEW MEX.

CLOVIS,

D. D.

First National Bank

Swearingin

of the Arm ol Dm. I'nwlff

Bwemrlnsln

Ho.wi-1-

will be in Clovis on 15th, 16th,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose

DR. H. K GIBSON

Osteopath

and Throat and Fitting Glasses

1-- 2

Veterinary Surgeon
Clovis, N. M.

DR. A. L. DILLON
Physician & Surgeon

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention Special attention to diseases of
given to diseases of women. the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
for'all kinds of t
Office 103
North Main Street
Ow Mean Pharmacy
Meats and Produce
Offlca PboM 161. Hnidmea Phon. a.
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico. Clovis,
Phone 123. Clovis,
Phone 123.
New Mex

Walker's Market

DR. L. M. BIGGS

It is safe and

Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check is a re-

Phone 95.
New Mexico.

Clovis,

BANK

YOUR1' BANK

Physician and Surgeon

of

tice.

Phone 16.

the winner will

Be Sure to Watch

Over First National Bank.

Money! Money!:

See us

n.Ue
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be made public.

our window. Sea
shown
there also Coru'.uior.a of contest. Sign yuur name and
adjreas to your answer and
get it to us by Oct. 30. Tha
Alvin Mfn- - Co. will net
judge.

D.innm8nt
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On Thanksgiving day the
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Notice For Publication.

One crocheted bed spread.
Touk blue ribbon at this fiiir.
Phone Mrs. D. M. Simmons. 1-

J. H. Burgett

ln'T'nr. I'S
it. !trh. V.i.

J-

mnt

W. A. Gillenvater

F. ('Kami or
iHvmi timt Kl
m i e
h
n Vareh :iid. Iit'
ml Knrry
1.
V.W S K
'cc.
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Alvin Silver and Chest is absolutely- free. We even furnish
you the forms to write the answer on, which must not exceed
fifty words. You know this
chest of silver might come in
mighty handy some day, and
you only have until October 30.

ii it of

II:iv. t.,M. N. t.
Original
lIiaiK m
2. 'V I M li K. N. M P.M. ami t n rpt. l!7ih.
Km try.
!!Ml made
No.
onai IU
nt)h,Vl, for s'K
ion 21. Towi Hliii 4 N. Itaimo
:il K. N. M. P.M. haH tilul notice of inlcrtUm to
iiiakt- t'tnul live yea? proof to erttalilmh elann to
(hi! Ian. I aU vi dwrilifd
W. .1. Currcn,
Unititl StuteH (''rrDiitiiiuner in hi ittict mi
Cluviii. Sew Mexico on the lUthday of Octubor

For Sale

sponsible.

P.

fr I'uMication.

N'i.:u--

i
with the same internal influences
that characterized his conduct at
Plumbing. Repair prompt and
the Oyg and Buss Cafe recently
Pnone 72.
satisfactory.
when trie timely arrival of officers perhaps avoided him serious trouble. Joy water effects
i.eome people strangely.

ma-'eri-

tnn.il

tv.--j

For the

hit. 2U'h.
Pu jlic Lti.m Oct. 2Uivl.

J. A. McCormick.

No doubt many people will be
curious to know why the News Lest:
man was unexpectedly assaulted
One black sow will) white
by a member of the board of spots, weight ubouc 17." lbs.
County Commissioners- - on the Strayed about 2oid, Reward,
streets Saturday evening. To
vL. 13. Maxey,
this we can only sav that our
5 12 ir.nes norm ot Clovis.
assailant was doubtless imbued t Pd.

Eastern people have been slow
to see the advantages of this
country, and it is refreshing indeed to know that they are beginning to see the light of day.
.Excessive rain?, poor crops,
a
and other things are causing them to migrate to this
country, where such things are

cf tha

the full particulars regarding
the Silver Contest. 26 Pieces of

our r.lcro tcd--y
ct tho pk'.urj

Corr.a to
and look

Pi.l,! ation
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Ten splendid steers at my
place 2 miles north of Havener.
3t- -

I

L;t;t

lii.ve

Fully

7

State uf

ti

'ill
ciise':
0..e bait"
and ( ectin: lights.
I'uiiii.-- ie.l, lias rmted past two
years at $20.00 per mont h. I am
offering this place furnished or
unfurnished at a bargain the
next G) days. See the owner at
300 North Wallace, one block
east of Clovis school.
Mrs. Ida Nooner.

IlMH,

(

t

This Chest of Silver

nli

Roht.

straight to

go

Ti.
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THIS
ADVERTISEMENT

And then
right
You Can Win Jernigan's
Jewelry Store and get

nppraitted value.
R- ME..
Also alt of section ?,
The improvement on litis
iu'rvH.
cntiiitiinir
land consist of fencing, wutor tank and piping,
vnhn.l nt $3m.0O. No bid will bo accepted fur
leHH tiian ten dollar
($10 On) per acre, which is
value thereof, and In addition
the uppi-aiftpay for the im
tlicrotu. tho bidder must
pimvcmt'nt
wh rh ex iat on tho ubove described
und, ot the nppra srd value.
Tht'alnive sale of lands will lie subject to
the following terms and condition, Vfs: The
Succetixful bidder must pay to the Commltoiioner
of Public Lardd, or bis agent holding such s tie,
of tho prices offered by them rwi ac
tively for the land; 4 percent Interest in advance
for the bulnnre of such purchase price; the
foes for advertising and appralsment and all
costs
to
the
sale
inclJenal
herein, and
each
all of
said
and
amount must be deposited in casi or certified
exchange at the time of sale, and which said
amounts and all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the Mute of New Mexico if the successful
bidders do not ex scute a contract withh thirty
days after It has b en mailed to them by the
State Land OlHce, caid contracts to provide for
the payment on the balances of the purchsffe
prices of said trracta of land In thirty, equal
annual installments, with interest on all defTerred
payments at the rate of four percent per annum
in advance, payments and Interest due on October lMt of each year, and such other conditions,
obligations, reservations and terms aa may be
required by law.
Each of the tracts as described herein will
be offered separately. The Commissioner
of
Public Lands, or hia agent holding such sale, re
serves the right to reject any and all bids at said
sale. Possesion under contracts of sale for the
above described tracts will be given when sale
is comideU'd.
WitnesH my hand and the cflleial son) of the
State. Lund Otlicu thf Uih day of AuKUttt. 191 .1.

-

p!a--

READ

11 1915.

pursuant to
provisions of an Act of Con if reus approved J una
30, 1110. th Laws of tha Bute of New Mexico,
and tha rules and regulations of the State Land
Office, the Commissioner of Public Lands will
offer at public sale lo the highest hMder, at 10
o.clock a. nr, on Friday, October 29th. 1916. In
the town of Clovis, County of Curry, Blare of
New Mexico. In front of the court house therein
the following' described tracts of land, vis;
N
BE
Sec. ft. Twp. 1 N.. R 33 K..
8E 14 Sec. 31: 8
Sc. 3(1; All of Sec. 89. Twp.
2 N. R. 33 E. oontaining 1591.68 acre. There
are no improvements on theiw lands. No bid
will be accepted for less than five dollars ($5. ft
per acre, which Is the appraised value thereof.
Also, E 2 of See. 16, Two. 2 N.. R. 3E.
containing 820 aero. The improvements on this
land consists of fencing valued at 976.0)1 No
bid will be accepted for loss than ten dollars
($10.00)
per acre, which Is the appraised value
thereof, and in addition thereto the successful
bidder must pay for the improvements at the
appraised value.
Sec. 16. Twp. 2 N R. 3d E..
Also. W
containing 321aerei, The improvements on this
land conaint of two frame housee, slaughter
house, well, windmill, snd fencing valued at
IIBofl.nn.
No Md will be accepted for loss than
ten dollars (!l)Ou) per acre, which is the appraised value thereof, and in addition thereto
the b'dier must also pay for the improvements,
which ex bt on the nbove described land at the

y

The best f hoes in Clovis are
found at Weidman's,
t f.
Mra. Woods is assisting at
Mandell's during fair days.

Local and Personal
Visit Whiting's Variety Stora
B. C. Meyer,
of Coopville,
Texas, is here looking: for land.

"The Goddes" at the Ly ceum
is still attracting the usual large
crowds.

Mrs. C. A. Mallard who has
Tbeen seriously ill ia improving.

'.Mi

i

Buy Floersheim Shoes and you
will be always satisfied. They
A handsome' residence is being can be had at Weidman's.
erected on the west side by W,
If you want good servicable
E. Spade.
shoes that fit, wear and please
S. E. Hill has purchased the you, get them at Weidman's
f
V. Duke place northwest of
0. 0. Askren, the Roswell
Havener.
criminal lawyer, is here attendJ. H. Kirby, of Westville ing to some matters before the
Oklahoma, is here looking for court.
a location.
Mayor Sparks, of Grady, was
The best ladies and chicdrens in the city several days the first
t-- f.

'

VI

t--

J.

shoes are always to be found at
Weidman's.
Paul Coldren, the Muleshoe
"booster," was in Clovis on
business Saturday.
t-- f.

of the week "taking

I
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in the
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in
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KEKrUCKYDISTILlfPS
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V

town."

Postmaster. M. M. Craig of
Texico, was in the city Wednes'
day as a witness in the Cheshire
FIRST-CLAS- S
L. L. Durham,
of Young murder case.
County, Texas, is here prospect
Dr. Hale and D. N. Williams
ing for a location.
were in Clovis Tuesday on land
Earnie Loring has sold hi business and incidentally to take
county fair.
farm near Blacktower and his in the
Market Report
Notice of Suit
The Mi Irose paper says that to
farm implements to Sam Adams.
mis
is
County
a
fair
call
it
the
Fahnlinilz,
Ola
(i 'I .vis E'evator, Sept. 2:1 d.)
a m i ndant in
W. A. Gillenwater is promias
known
be
should
nomer.
It
sun
hereafter Mei:i tone is
nently mentioned as the demo
!)5cts. tne
Wheat per bu
the "Ford" reunion.
no'ifi-'dcratic candidate for the
Waiz j " 100 lbs
65cts. hereby
Mrs. J. II. Staerkel and chil K;dfir
That suit has b"f n commenced
68ets.
dren. Theodore and Edna, of Feterita
in
the District Court of Cirry
.G8cts.
U. S. Commis
. J. C. Tricky,
Topeka, Kansas, are here visit Corn
County.
New Mexico wherein
$1.10
sioner, came down from Grady ing
daughter,
Mrs. Gus
Fahshollz is plaintiff and
her
Fred
Monday
to attend the county Pyetzki.
Ola Fahsholtz is defend int. said
fair.
J, W. Eller. who has a model cause being nutnbere 9)8 on
of Cookville,
D. C. Myers,
Mr. Ross and sons, who re Texas, was here attending the farm southwest of Clovis, left the Civil Dieket of said Court.
side northwest of town were in county fair. He is so favorably some of the largest maize heads And that the general objects of
the city on land t.ffice business impressed with the country that ever exhibited in Clovis at this said suit are to obtain a decree
office on fair day. He wins our for a divorce from you the said
Thursday,
he will return soon to locate here
maize head prize.
Ola Fahsholtz, and for costs of
Roy Suman and wife returned permanently.
Officer Sadler made a whole this action.
Saturday from a trip to the Calisale arrest of some men and
You are further notified that
fornia expositions which they
women last night who had gone unless you appear, plead or anthoroughly enjoyed.
out into the suburbs and par- - swer in said cause on or before
Winter time is here and the
taken of too much wine. The the 23ru day of October, 1915,
shoe problem confronts you. Go
eight year old boy of one ofthe judgment by default will be
to Weidman's forthe shoes that
(Candy
bought
the
Can
be
at
offenders informed the officers taken against you in said suit.
Bolve the problem.
If. Kitchen, its home.
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A.
that his mother had recently
" J, E. Nelson
and family of
whose business and
Gillenwater,
k lkd a man at Wichita Falls,
Young County, Texas, arrived
office address is Clovis,
pot
Grocery
Store.
Texas.
Monday to settle on their land Austin's
New Mexico.
Store.
Grocery
Klein's
Grady.
Wallace Carmack and wife re
rently purchased near
Witness my hind and seal of
Tucker & Busby Groc. Store. turned Monday from a six weeks said court this Mill day of Sep-rE. I! Forbes, the auctioneer,
in Kentucky, whre Mr.
m her, !)!3.
is perfecting arrangements for W. H. Simpson Groc. Store. vi it
('afmaik
formerly resided. They
McCauley
Grocery.
(SEAL)
tin- crying of a big livestock and Jennie
r ioi t a most enjoyable vacation
W. C. Zkrwer,
farm implement sale near Clovis Central Meat Market.
out think the country around
Oik.
soon.
Bill's Grocers Store.
Bv Mae Litchfield, Deputy.
ovis looks better than any
Henry (I Coirs, of
S 1- 0- 0 8.
ihing they saw en route.
imist.vit U. S. AttorAll bread is wrapped in
Mrs. Rebecca Rainbolt and
ney, was in the city attending plain waxed paper.
Notice of Suit
daughters,
Miss Daisy and Mrs
of
first
the
the
to Court matters
J. W. Burgos, a defendant in
Fred Higirins are entei taming
week.
William Schimtz, foreman of the "Escabibble" club at a house the suit hereafter mentioned 18
s
Rainey and Hard wick have the Santa Fe Store Department party
for the Roswell fair. hereby notified:
sold several hundred head of of Topeka, Kansas, was tin
That suit has been commenced
Those attending are Mesdames
their Duroc Jersey hogs, which guest of M. C. Harthine of this E. A. Gurley, Wm. Dannelly, in the District Court of Curry
they recently shipped in from diiy, last Friday. He was on
Felix Herbert, A. B. Hubbard, County, New Mexico wherein
Malaga.
his way to Topeka.
T.
M. Davenport
and Harry Katie Burgess is plaintiff and
J. W. Burgess is defendant, said
The Denhnf Jewelry store
County Commissioner Harris Davenport.
being numbered 887 on
Cause
Saturday
in
opened for business
and County Treasurer Jones Champ Clark will speak in the Civil
Docket of said court,
building
on
Leepy
South
the
were in the city the first of the Amarillo on the 11th. He is on
And that the general objects of
Main Street. His place presents week conferring with Chat
a chautauqua tour and his apa very attractive appearance.
Payne of the Payne Realty Com pearance in Amarillo was ne- said suit are to obtain a decree
for a divorce from you the said
Ivan Bridges received the in- pany of Hutchinson Kansas.
gotiated for by the Daily Pan- J. W. Burgess and for costs of
formation Sunday that Mrs.
Mrs. Nicholas, mother of N. handle, which put up a guaran- this actipn.
Bridges, who i s visiting i n A. Nicholas, arrived Saturday tee of $300.00
Many of our
ou are further notified that
Wichita, had broken her arm from Kansas in response to f boys, including the News editor,
unless you appear, plead or anwhile cranking an automobile.
message announcing the serious who "hollered" their throats swer in said cause on or before
of Mrs. Nicholas at hei sore for Champ before the nomi- the 23rd day of October. 101").
I).
illness
probate
McRee
W.
former
default will be
judge of Curry County and for home on north Gidding street nation of Wilson, will now have judgment by you
against
in said suit.
taken
him.
a chance to hear
years a practicing attorney at Mrs. Mulhall is nursing her.
Plaintilf's attorney is Wm. A.
CIovm, was in the city the first
Deputy Sheriff, J. R. Clayton,
Gillenwater, whose business and
(tf the week shaking hands with o f Roosevelt county, passed
post clli jo address isClovis, New
School of Music
his many friends. '
through here Tuesday en route Mrs. J. W. Welch, Teacher of Mexico.
Witness my hand and Feal of
Piano.
Boob Furr, of Young County, to Seattle to take into custod
court thU 9th day of Sep-- t
said
of
Voice.
Te
.cher
Miss
Welch.
has purchased a section and a and return with a m in charged
1915.
mVr,
Gidding.
320
North
Studios
half of land a few miles north- with passing fraudulent check.-a- t
Pupils taught in all grades.
(SEAL)
Taiban recently.
west of Clovis. Now watch the
W. C. Zerwer.
Mrs. Welch is an experienced
latest
Clerk.
using the
"Furr ow" fly. The deal was
Messrs Sharp and Blankenship teacher.
Beginning stulents a
Bv Mae Litchfield, Deputy
methods.
made by Ramey and Wilkinson.
of Jellico, Tennessee, arrived specialty.
S 10 -- O 8.
settle on
Richard and Pringles Minstrels with their families
Miss Welch has studied under
will be at the Lyceum on the 19th their land in the vicinity ol some of the best masters both in
For Sale
They brought with the East and West. Sfte teaches
instead of the 2lst as previously Grady.
Old
both
the
of
with mule and
mares
combination
Two
aifertised. They are consider-- them their 12 children which Italian and the New Methods.
sides, agf s
their
colts
at
horse
ffcbout the best minstrel troupe will add materially to Currj
Terms reasonable.
No. 1 Jack.
to
bred
both
7
6
to
population.
County's
I t.
that vidt the Bouthwest. They
113 West Grand.
All
wagon-good
Schuttler
Also
had a record attendance here on
0. 0. Skipwith was correct
country
leaving
bargain,
the
a
at
a former visit.
Fair Prize Winners
when he told the Amarillo fair
reason for selling.
incom
give
an
Rather than
State Sup't of schools, Alvin committee that if they would
T. J. Ferguson,
N. White of Santa Fe was a come to uovis on uctooer oil plete and unauthentic repo t of
Blacktower,
visitor in the city Tuesday and and 6lh that we would show thefair prize winners, the News
5 miles west of Clovis.
Wednesday attending the county them more for nothing than has decided to wait until next
Carnival Coming
fair where he made an address. they charged 50 cents to see and week when the lists will be
Prof. White is particularly inter- that it would not cost 25 cents checked up and a complete re
Clovis will have a street fair
ested in the schools of Curry car fare each way to and from port made.
and Carnival on Oct. 18, 19 and
County and was to have joined the grounds. It did not cost
The attractions will be
20J
Shipley
wife
and
return
Alex
the committee visiting the differ- anything to see the Curry ed yesterday from a trip to the furnished by S. W. Bundage
ent 'school districts, but sick- County fair and the exhibit was expositions.
shows.
superior to that at Amarillo.
ness prevented his coming.

DEALERS EVERYWHERE

J
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Parish Pure Food
Bread

1

-

Albu-iusvii,-

hi
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Abandoned Baby

Need Fair Grounds

Already there is talk not only
among the business men of
Clovis but also among the farmers and stockmen of
a Curry County Fair Association for (he purpose of selling
stock to raise funHs to purchase
a permanent site and erect the
necessary buildings for fair purposes. The fair has already
grown to such proportions that
the accomodations provided here
in the city are entirely inadequate. Until this year, when
the uncompleted Elks' Auditorium was used, there has been no
building suitable for products
display purposes. It has been.
extremely difficult to find suitable places to care for livestock.
We have little doubt but that
enough stock will be subscribed
to build the necessary buildings,
and by charging a small admisJ. E. Houchpn left for Belen sion fee to those who have
Sunday, where he has been nothing on exhibition, make a
transferred by the Santa Fe.
profit on the investment.
C. E. Justus, the St Vrain
sheepman, was in the city after
W. II. Duckworth left today
supplii s Wednesday.
for an exlcnded visit east.
Sheriff Moye and deputy
Thoma3 were called to Texico at
four o'clock this morning to
take into custody a man and
woman who are accused of leaving a month old baby on the
steps of the C. W. Harrison
home at Farwell, which is just
across the line in Texas. The
parties who appear well to do,
allege that they came here a few
days ago from Roswell but refuse to make any comment concerning the child or the case.
The presumption is. however,
that they are not married and
were endeavoring to cover the
Mr. Harrison is the
crime.
cashier of the Texas State Bank
and does not apnear pleased with
his gift. An effort will be made
to find a home for the baby.
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Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT '
Day Phone 211.

AM3ULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235. it
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Albuquerque
See the New Mexico State Fair for one railroad fare.
Tickets sold October 9th to 16th inclusive. The price $10.80.
Phone 136.

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

ERLE E. FORBES
AUCTIONEER
Nulhlns Loo lan. or too .mall U Mil
ml auction. Hava four good rawly
for 'tutdy Sala.
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS,

Hoes, Rakes and garden tools
Phone 72. We deliver.
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"I do not," exclaimed Stllliter, "for
the good of the human race, I do

8YNOP8I3.

pnycholoflat.
and not."
Profcaanr Slllllter.
plan to
millionaire,
Ooriton Bun-lay- ,
He roue and started slowly for the
preach to tlif world the gospel of effiyoung anil beautiful door.
ciency through
la
a
woman who ahull belluve that alio
"Walt a minute," aaid Ilarclay, and
They kidnap th
ltnmMi-ann- l
nivaauiiKur.
orphaned littli' Annshury girl, playmate he Interposed himself between Stlli.f Tommy Htcclc. ami conceal her In a liter and the door; "have I your word
cavern. In euro of a woman, to oe molded
of honor that you will attempt nothto their plan aa she giowa up. Fifteen
years ellipse. Tommy Ih adopted by Hur-rlaing against her, that she will be safe
hla heirship and on a
hut lose
hunting trip discovers Celegtln. Htllllter wit!' you until her work la done?"
folTommy
"You have my word of honor," said
takes i th'slla to New York.
lows, she Ki ts away from both of them,
Stllliter, but the dog did not look his
mid her r.nl wrk begins. At Harehiy'a
master in the eye.
Invitation Khi' meets u dmen of the business liuiona who are converted to her
new Kit-I- . .she attends a hall and makes
CHAPTER XIII.
an Impression on the society world.
Tommy jnme the labor ranks.

NINTH INSTALLMENT
CHAPTER XII.
and Professor
The Triumvlrule
Stllliter were together when Kehr'a

ciphergram was banded to Barclay,
and although they imagined that 1U
contents were Important they couldn't
help laughing at 11b wording.
Sucker won't bite. Your muttering
carburetor Tommy haa tickled Aphrodite. Please pound hit whiskers
quick.
"Something about this blessed son
of mine," said ilarclay. He opened a
drawer In his writing table and took
out a code book, and then with the aid
of the others deciphered the message.
The plain KngllBh of It was this:
Strikers won't fght. Your adopted
son Tommy has spoiled our plans.
Please call him off quick.
"Well." said Bturtevant, "what will
you do?"
"Kehr," said Barclay, "Is blood
thirstily anxious to teach the strikers
a lesson. He being the man on the
spot, 1 have felt obliged to give blm
a pretty free hand. Hut I'm glad
there bus been no blood shed. I
seems to me that this is a matter for
Hor to Bettle. Silliter can you make
Her call this strike off and bring
about a "tale o( amity In Bitumen?"
Stllliter simply reached for a telegraph blank aud wrote:
Kehr, Bitumen, Pa.
Am sending Her,
and signed it Barclay,
"What will you do about Tommy?"
he asked. "He'll be even more lu the
way when Celestla gets there."
After a moment's reflection Ilarclay
wrote, a telegram to Tommy:
"Come home at once, muBt see you
on important business."
These telegrams dispatched, Sturte-van-t
and Kemmes took their leave,
while Ilarclay aud Stllliter sat on for
a time in silence. Ilarclay was the
flrst to break it.
"You will have no trouble in persuading her to go?"
"She dislikes ine, but she does what
I
I tell her only 1 don't tell her.
don't understand her aversion to me.
Vha known that I am with her heart
nd soul for the common good. And
he Is willing to work with me. Hut
1 rtpel her."
Burclay smiled grimly.
"You have never made any great
effort to please the ladles," he (kid.
"A mlstuke of youth of which I begin to repent (n middle ape. I have
made the mistake of Imagining that
1 could live and
die an abstract intellect. H's my eyes I suppose. They
made me hypersensitive."
"Hut you weren't born with weak
eyes "
"No when I was at college a retort
burnt in my face. I had splendid eyes
as a child. Nobody ever had a better
physical equipment than I had a
stronger body or a stronger brain. I
am the kind of man who ought to
marry and have children."
Both were silent again. Then Stllliter said:
"I've been giving the matter mora
and more thought. It seems to me a
ort of duty."
Stllliter sat gazing off into apace
through the thick lenses which gave
him sight, and Ilarclay, a troubled
amlle on his lips, sat and watched
Btllllter's face.
"You must have someone in mind,"
he suggested presently.
Stllliter gave a kind of guilty start.
"And suppose
have?"
The amlle faded slowly from
mouth.
"I do suppose that you have," he
aald sternly: "hut don't tell me that
our plans are to be wrecked because
you have turned amorous In your middle age."
"I thought," said Stllliter. "that I
bad myself In absolute control."
'This la frightful'" said Barclay.
Imply.
"Oh, don't worry." said Stllliter;
"the great work shall be accomplished
first. But it seems only right to tell
you what my intentiona are after the
work Is finished. Has anyone so great
a claim on Her as I?"
"You repel her. You have said It."
"I have willed ber to like me. It
is the one thins I cannot successfully
will her to do. . . . I'm Just saying what my ultlmute intentions ant."
"Don't you think." said Barclay,
"that when her work is done, the poor
child ought to be turned free to live--to
to b happy."
luce
1

Bar-Clay- 's

Meanwhile, Tommy had been Invited to live with the Gunsdorfs, and
had carried bis belongings to their
house.
As leader of the discontented, Guns-dor- f
ran an open house. There waa
always talk and something to drink In
the front room downstairs. Here, policies were hatched Just as they are in
the cabinet room in .Washington, and
here drinks of the most vile rye
whisky could be bad by tbe Initiated
for the asking.
From the very flrst Mrs. Gunsdorf
had done her best to make Tommy
pomfortable.
Not a tidy woman by
nature, she put her house In order
for bis benefit and kept it so. From
the looking glass In the kitchen at
which you combed your hair before
meals, she scrubbed the
She bought a new comb with a full
complement of teeth to hang on the
chain, she washed tbe roller towel,
and for the first time In her life took
an Interest in cooking, seeking instruction from neighbors who hud reputations in that line. But she managed
for a time to confine her amorous
feelings toward Tommy to deeds and
attentions. She tried to make her
manner toward blm Just what it was
to other young men who came to tbe
house: But when discussion was hot
In the front room, and the whisky
was going, and nobody was noticing
her, Bhe feasted her eyes on hla
brown face and her ears on his quiet,
voice.
resonant
All the time her mind was filled with
thoughts and visions of Tommy. Sometimes she would take his coat from its
hook and strain it to her breast. Sometimes when be was out of tbe house
Bhe would go to his room and sit by
the hour, feasting herself on daydreams of him.
In her mind at least, she was already faithless to her husband. But
this did not trouble her In the least.
One day there was a violent socialistic discussion going on in the front
room. Mrs. Gunsdorf had appeared
twice at the hall door to listen, and
gaze surreptitiously at Tommy and
had twice vanished- - upon some household duty or other.
Having closed tho door softly, she
turned swiftly to where Tommy's coat
hung, and pressed it passionately to
her cheek, a paper rustled in the
breast pocket, where she knew no paper had been curlier in the day, and
after a moment's hesitation, and impelled by a sudden unreusoning Jealousy, she snatched it out of tbe pocket
and examined It:
Thomas Barclay, Bitumen, Pa.
Come homa at once, must see you
on Important business.
Barclay.
Mrs. Gunsdorf felt as if she had
been struck a heavy blow between the
eyes. Was her godlike champion of
labor only a hypocrite and a spy? For
a moment It seemed as if her kneel
had turned to water. She put the telegram back In Its pocket, and having
pulled herself together, once more entered the front room.
It was Ave o'clock when the sitting
broke up with everyone except Guus-dor- f
and Tommy (who drank nothing)
the worse for liquor.
Gunsdorf had business elsewhere,
and he hustled his guests out of the
house, feeling rightly that they were
sufficiently primed for the time being.
Tommy and Mrs. GunRdorf remained
seated, side by side Mrs. Gunsdorf
reached for the whisky bottle and
Tommy laid hla hand on her arm and
said: "Don't; what's tbe use?"
"I'm sick," she said In a thick voice;
her arm trembled under his hand.
"That stuff won't help any. I'll go
for the doctor."
"I'll be all right. I'm faint, that's
all."
To Tommy she seemed to be making an effort to pull together.
"It's the air lu this room," he said.
"Let me take you outside."
She seemed to acquiesce, and he
helped her to her feet, aud toward the
door, his left arm around her waist.
She leaned more and more heavily
against him, until it took real strength
to keep her from falling. In tbe front
hall she appeared to collapse entirely.
Her head dropped backward as If her
neck had been suddenly dislocated,
and she lurched against Tommy with
ail ber weight.
It was necessary, he felt, to go for
the doctor at once, but he could not
leave ber lying In the front ball. So,
not without difficulty, for the stair was
very narrow, he carried her up to tbe
well-bre-

hinges, and throngh the opening came
Rage bad transformed
Gunsdorf.
htm Into a beast It waa fortunate
that he waa unarmed.
To him It must have appeared aa If
hla wife bad Just torn herself free
from Tommy. At tbe threshold of fhe
room stood Cunsdorf'a three friends,
at once menacing and abashed.
"What is It?" thundered Gunsdorf.
"He was hiding behind tbe door,"
she aald; "when I'd passed Into the
room, he slammed It shut and went
for me.''
"Ia this true?" Gunsdorf faced him
and advanced toward him, with
clenched hands.
"She'll tell you next," said Tommy,
"that I locked tbe door and put tbe
key In my pocket."
He spoke with so much scorn and
assurance that Guntdorf hesitated,
aiid turned toward his wife.
"It's Just what he did do," she said;
"be locked the door and put the key
in his pocket."
Tummy's hands dropped into the
pocket of bis Juckut, and his right
hand closed upon the door key. He
did not need to speak.
Ilia face
Slowly he withdrew
told the story.
the key from his pocket and tossed it
on to the thread-barcarpet.
"This looks bad, Gunsdorf," he said;
"but if you'll listen to me . . ."
"I will listen to you in hell," said
Gunsdorf. "Take him, boys."
Uunsdorf's three friends came slowly forward.
"They re golmr. to kill me if they
can," thought Tommy; "and I don't
want to be killed."
He drew a long breath and clenched
his fists.
In."
"Don't kill him," cried Mrs. Guns"You bad better give me that key,"
dorf suddenly, "not yet!"
said Tommy.
"Why not yet," growled Gunsdorf.
She smiled inscrutably, for she had
"Because, you fool, if you kill him
hidden the key la a very safe place.
my
room people
It was at tbe moment repoBing in the here in
will
right-hanpocket of Tommy's own think"
"What will they think?"
Jacket, into which she had dropped It,
"They will think oh don't make me
while he was busy putting the fire
say It."
out.
Gunsdorf began to scratch the buck
"Did you ever hear that a woman
scorned waa more dangerous than a of his head.
loaded gun?" she asked. And added
"That is true," he said presently
sweetly: "Gunsdorf ought to be get- "We had better take him away somewhere. For now we will tie him.
ting back."
"I hope so," said Tommy., "I shall When It Is dark we will take bim
feel obliged to tell him the whole away somewhere in a carriage. We
story."
will take with us also a stick of dyMrs. Gunsdorf laughed out loud.
namite. A stick of dynamite with a
"You're too good to be true," she lighted fuse makes a flue gag to go
in a man's mouth. It keeps him quiet
added. "You blessed innocent!"
"We shall see," said Tommy. He forever."
"You don't need to take him away."
started toward the window and atood
looking out
said Mrs. GutiBdorf; "there's a fine
"Your husband Is coming home strong elm tree In front of the house.
now," be said; "hadn't you better let Take him downstairs, call tn the boys,
and read them the telegram he's got
In bis inside pocket. Nobody need
mention me and the boys'U do tbe
I
rest. . . . The dirty spy!"
Gunsdorf and his three friends
closed In upon Tommy from three
sides. Mrs. Gunsdorf crept stealthily
along the wall to take him in the
1
rear.
.5
"Gunsdorf.1 said Tommy suddenly.
"Just reud that telegram. You can't
hang a man on that. It's from the
man who adopted me and brought me
up. We differed because I am on the
side of labor, lie says he wnnts to see
me on Important
business.
That
doesn't make me a spy, does it? lie
reasonable."
Ordinarily, for Gunsdorf had an Intelligent, mind, he would have placed
a Just value upon tbe telegram as evidence against Tommy. Just now his
reason was blinded by Jealous rage.
At that moment, seeing that the
affair hud passed beyond reason and
debate. Tommy stepped quickly forward and lifted Gunsdorf clean from
the floor with a terrific right hand
blow under the point of the chin.
Swift as lightning he turned and
struck the nearest of Gunsdorf's
between the eyes.
friends
This
cleared the way to tho door, and he
sprang toward It, but only to fall
4
heavily on his face, for Mrs. Gunsdorf
av
had grappled bim from behind about
the ankles.
A minute later they had overpowered and tied bim hand and foot.
Fifteen minutes later Tommy stood
on the top of a stepladder, surroundTommy Couldn't Believe That They Really Meant to Hurt Him.
ed by an enraged mob of men and
women who showered vile epithets
you look as if you'd make your
me out? You've only a moment kt
upon him.
suspect something or other."
make up your mind."
Tommy was not frightened. He waa
"I know. I've put my curling tongs
They heard the sound of the front dazed
from rough handling, and someon to heat I'll look all right when he door being opened and slammed abut;
how he couldn't believe that they realcornea back."
and then voices In the hall.
ly meant to hurt him. It was merely
There was a somewhat awkward si"Promise to be my feller," whis- an unpleasant dream from which he
lence, which Mrs. Gunsdorf broke.
pered Mrs. Gunsdorf, "and I let you would presently waken safe in bed.
"I know you despise me. But oh, out"
It was only very gradually that the
you wouldn't understand."
It waa not easy for her to faae the truth dawned on him, and a great
"I'd try, if you told me."
scorn In Tommy's eyes. For a mo- lump rose in his throat and pressed
"Would you forgive me? I wouldn't ment she met his gaze, and then her
rope which encircled It.
have done it, only, only I feel about eyes fell before It, and began to glance against the
Yes.
They were going to kill him.
you the way a dog feela about ber mas- stealthily this way and that.
He would never see Celestla again.
ter, and oh, can't you give me a
"Don't ruin yourself," said Tommy; He began to think of her, Intentionally
chance?"
"think thla thing over. Let me go with all hla will.
"A chance?"
now. Tomorrow If you still wish to
Presently she seemed to be directly
"I'd follow you to the ends of the make a row I will come back, you can
earth; I'd slave for you, and when you lock tbe door. Everything will be as beneath him, looking up Into his face.
sickened of me, I'd take my medi- It la now. Hut for your own sake He smiled at her. He couldn't help
It. Then she turned her back to him,
cine."
don't do anything In a hurry. Take her face to the others, and she spoke
"But, Mrs. Gunsdorf. you are a mar- 24 hours
to think It over. Perhaps in a gallnnt loud voice:
ried woman."
seems good enough today, won't
what
"What has he done?"
exan
"That's no reason. That's
seem good enough tomorrow.
A shiver wmt up and down Tomcuse. What does marriage matter to
Her anawer was a piercing scream my's spine. In the name of all that
a woman like me?"
help. Repeating this scream again was miraculous that hallucination In
"I don't know; but I'm afraid It mat- for
tbe gallant voice was really
ters a whole lot to a man like me. and again she began to stormandabout white with Yes.
the Celestla.
And there, banging
the room, overturning a chair
I'm terribly sorry for you."
Then, with an insane back In the crowd waa Professor Stll"Sorrow never filled an empty wnshstand.
swiftness for which he was
liter with his thick glasses, and Fredheart."
Tommy, die the Ferret, Freddie brandishing
upon
flung
herself
she
to
you
me
do?"
want
"What do
mOath, that big automatic which his father
"I want you to cherish me when struck bim a heavy blow on the
flung her had forbidden him to carry. Celestla
you're in temper, and to kick me down rumpled his hair, and then
arms round his neck and half was answered with cries from here
stairs when you're out I want"
All the while ber and there:
"Mrs. Gunsdorf, I'm not that kind strangled blm.
through the
"He's a traitor, a spy! He was going
of a man. If you're sorry I'm sorry screams for help pierced
to betray us!"
but really now, do be reasonable, walls of the bouse.
Gunsdorf crept toward her, holding
Tommy waa In a position at once
suppose I feel the same way about
ridiculous and terrible. He strove to In his outstretched hand the fateful
somebody that you feel about me?"
It was as If he bad given her a free himself without hurting the wom- telegram.
"We found It on blm," be said.
For she cried an. Then came a rush of heavy feet
detailed explanation.
Celestla read the telegram and fluug
In a grim, desperate sort of voice: up the stair, and the bedroom door
"So that's it," and turned abruptly waa carried Jnward clean off Its it angrily from ber.
room which aha shared with her husband, and laid ber on the bed.
Then ha waa for tearing her, bat she
had flung- her arms about hla neck,
and was holding him tight Her eyes
bad opened and shone brilliantly In bis
face. Her cheeks and temples were
crimson, and there waa no longer any
fear of him In her, or sham.
For a moment, so Innocent waa Tommy, be thought that her sudden fainting sickness had culminated In a sort
of fit, and It was not until he felt that
her Hps were greedily seeking hla that
he realized his position.
He shook himself free, not gently,
and without a word, turned and
marched out of the room, and down
the stair. He Cook his coat from Its
hook and put It on, laid hla hand on
the knob of the front door, hesitated,
turned on hla heel and went back up
the stair. He had closed the door of
Mrs. Gunsdorf'a room behind him.
Now he knocked on It, and In a stern
voice, for youth and innocence are
very stern, said: "Mrs. Gunsdorf."
There was no answer. He raised
his voice a trifle.
"Do you need the doctor, or don't
you ?"
This time she answered him:
"I don't, need any doctor, and you
can go to hell."
Tommy shrugged
his shouldera,
went to his own room, bolted the door
and prepared to read till supper time.
But he couldn't read. The new problem which had suddenly rlBen In hia
life was too disturbing.
Presently he heard Mrs. Gunsdorf
Btlrring in her room. She came out,
and stopped In front of his door.
"Are you In there?"
"Yes."
"What are you going to do?"
"I'm thinking."
"Are you going to tell on me?"
"No. I'm not going to do that. But
I must And some other place to live."
Silence. Then Mrs. Gunsdorf:
"I'loase don't. . . , Won't you
open the door? We can talk better."
It seemed sucb a confession of cowardice not to open the door, that Tommy opened It, and they faced each
other across the threshold.
"It was the liquor," she said. "I'm
like that when I drink. If you won't
go away, I won't drink any more."
Her hair waa disheveled and she had
been crying.
"If Gunsdorf found out why you
went away, he'd skin me alive. I
won't trouble you any more."
She looked very frightened and pathetic.
"Then you'd better fix yourself up,"
said Tommy. "You look aa If well
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and went back to her own room. But
ahe had no aooner passed tbe threshold than she turned and exclaimed:
"For God'a sake, coma quick, tbe
house la on Are."
Tommy darted after her, and perceived that the alcohol lamp with
which she heated ber curling tongs
had run over and set fire to some papers In a scrap basket. It waa the
work of a few seconds to aubdue this
Incipient conflagration
with water
from Mrs. Gunsdorf'a wash pitcher,
and when he had reduced the paper
to a wet blackened mass, and blown
out the alcohol lamp, he turned, and
found Mrs. Gunsdorf laughing at him.
"I don't know why you are laughing," he said coldly; "it might have
been serious."
She was between him and the door,
but she stepped aside and let blm
pass.
"What's the matter with this door?"
he asked, after a fruitless effort to
open it
"It's locked."
"Why?"
"Because we've got to have our talk
out. And I don't want you running
away from It"
"Do be reasonable, Mrs. Gunsdorf.
Let me have the key. This won't do
at all, you know. Where Is the key?"
She smiled at bim, half closed her
eyes, and held up ber hands high
above her head, as people do at tbe
command of a highwayman.
"If you won't give me the key, I
shall have to break the door down."
"Yes, and I'll say you broke It
down. But not from Inside out. I'll
say you broke It down from outside

d

"Ia that your evidence?"
Gunsdorf shrank from ber.
She stepped toward him and be bad
to look her In the eyea.
"Do you believe that he ia a epyf '
Gunsdorf's chin dropped upon hla
breast and he began to shake hla bead
slowly from aide to side. Tbe crowd
began to murmur with astonishment
"Then why did you accuse him?"
"I he," mumbled Gunsdorf.
"Why In the name of Justice?"
"He be Is a ravlsber."
"A what?"
"He attacked a defenseless woman.
It was to shield her reputation that I

i
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"If You Won't Give Me the Key I
Shall Have to Break the Door
Down."

said he was a spy. In any case he deserved to be banged."
"He attacked a defenseless woman!" exclaimed Celestla and she
laughed with a kind of cold scorn.
Mrs. Gunsdorf crept slowly forward.
"It bad to come out," she cried suddenly, "he attacked me. It you got to
know."
"He attacked you?"
"I swear it
There was a battle of eyes.
at me! Look at me!"
If you are telling
Celestla.
the truth you can surely look at me."
Mrs. Gunsdorf lifted her defeated
eyes In one last effort.
"Now tell the truth," suld Celestla.
Speak out, so that everyone can hear

by"

k

you."

For a few moments

the Gunsdorf

woman was silent. Then suddenly she

lifted her head defiantly and spoke in
a loud voice.

"I lied." she said. "Ho didn't attack
I loved him and he wouldn't look
at me. I trapped blm in my room,
and locked the door and put the key
in hla pocket. Then I screamed for
help. That's all. I did It because I
loved him und he wouldn't look at me.
If ho wouldn't look nt me, I said, be
shouldn't look at anyone ever. I'd
rather he'd be dead. And that's the
truth and the whole truth, so help me
me.

God."

Then Gunsdorf spoke.
"Cut that mun loose," ho said. Then
he turned to his w ife and very quietly
and methodically, but with all hla
strength, struck her on the point of
the Jaw mid luld her senseless at hla
feet. Low murmurs of approval greeted the act.
Meanwhile, the noose had been
withdrawn from Tommy Barclay'
head and the ropes which bound blm
had been cut. He rnme slowly and
painfully down the ladder and stood
before Celestla, holding out both hla
hands to her.
nut she did not look at his hands,
and only for a moment at him. It waa
as if she had never seen him before.
In the back of the crowd somebody
chuckled. It was Professor Stllliter.
"Celestla " pleaded Tommy.
But she would not look at him. and
her dark, deep eyes began to gather
eyes in the crowd, and then she began
to speak; began right In the middle
of a speech as was her wont, and
spoke to them of Justice, and patience,
and brotherly love, and scolded them
a little for having flown at conclusions, and so nearly stained their souls
with Innocent blood. And when she
told them quite simply that she had
come from heaven to make the world
a better place to live In, those who
succeeded in catching a glance of her
eyes believed her. And the othera
kept a dead silence and greatly wondered.
When she had finished, tn crowd
opened for her, and she passed sweetly and quietly through, and vanished
after a while in the dusk, followed
only by Freddie the Ferret and Stllliter.
"Stop her," somebody cried; "she's
going to the stockade.. We want her
with us."
But nobody made a move to follow
her.
The Gunsdorf woman raised herself
on her bands and moaned.
Tommy,
all compassion, stepped swiftly forward and helped her to her feet.
His heart ached terribly, because
Celestla had not spoken to him. Ho
wondered why she had been so cruel.
There were two reasons. Professor
Stllliter was the chief one; the extreme good looks of Mrs. Gunsdorf
waa the other.
The thought of any physical contact however unwilling on his part,
between Tommy and Mra. Gunsdorf,
had turned Celostlaa not altogether
celestial heart to ice In her breast
(TO DB CONTINUKD.)
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FARMER'S WIFE

Children Cry fcr Fletcher's

TOO ILLTO WORK

dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

j

Kaaota, Minn.
"I am glad to say
that Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound baa dona
m
....,
nwiM
...... w fnv
... . than
w
I anything else, and I
I
Had tne beat pnyal- clan here. I wu so
weak and nervooa
that I could not da
my work and raftered with paini low
down in my right
Ida for a year or
more. I took Lydla
E. inkham'a Vega- table Compound, and now I feel like ft
different person.
I believe there is
nothing ilka Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound for weak women and
young girla, and I would be glad if I
could influence anyone to try the medicine, for I know it will do all and much
Mrs.
mora than it ia claimed to do."
Clara Franks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maple- crest Farm, Kaaota, Minn.
Women who auffer from thoee dia- treating Ilia peculiar to their aex ahould
be convinced of the ability of Lydla E.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound to
their health by the many genuine
and truthful testimonial! wa are
publishing in the newspapers.
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A Weak, Nervous Sufferer
Restored to Health by Ly-
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cat rid of flela nermanentlv

vV

well-know- n

Tha doa na: a. Kss; b.
In cocoon; e, pupa; d, adult: a. larva
mouth-part- a
of aamr from aide; f, antenna: t. labium
from below; b. c, d, much enlarged: a. a.

a. mm, aiiiHrim

presents some difficulties. Fairly good
results are obtained from the local

application of kerosene and lard In
the proportions of one part kerosene
and three parte lard, but If used too
freely this may Injure poultry.
In the case of other species the
inaects hop about much mora freely and may or may not, therefore,
be found at any given time on tbelr
hosts. When dogs or cats, however,
are found to be suffering, a bath In a
8 per cent solution of creolln will
probably be found to be effective. A
sufficiently accurate method of making such a solution Is to add tour
tablespoonfuls of creolln to each gallon of water. Warm water should be
used and the animal placed In a tub
with the solution In It. A stiff brush
should then be used to work the solution Into the hair, particular care being taken to wet the fleas on the head
of the animal. The bath should last

AFTER 20 YEARS' SILENCE

her.

Today Mrs. Hurdlck, although suffering from the burns on her foot,
was tree from rheumatic pains. She
does not think the price her husband
must pay In repairs to the house too
high, but Mr. Ilurdick Is discreetly si-

lent.
Mccaime some London streets are
too narrow for motor omnibuses to be
turned around, vehicles are being
tried with controlling apparatus at
each end.

Building

Master Men
Potash, sodium, lime and
iron are some of the vital
mineral aalta necessary to
proper nourishment of muscle, brain and nerves, but are
not found in proper abundance in white bread and many
other foods.

Grape-Nut-

s

made from whole wheat
and malted barley richly
auppliea these needed mineral elementa and is a delicious dish served with cream
or rich milk.

with pride an ornamental copper plate
which records that:
"On Saturday. March 27, 17S4. the
8oclety of Cumberland Youtha rang In
this steeple a complete peal of 12,000
changes of treble bob Royal In nine
hours and Ave minutes. The length of
time and the masterly manner In
Bhoredltch.
which It was rung will remain a
8o, according to the old nursery
honor to the performers.
rhyme, rang the bolls of Old London allowed by all competent JudgesIt is
In
many years ago. But for almost a this noble art to be
greatest perquarter of a century the "bolls of formance ever done the
on ten bells."
Bhoredltch" have failed to make tbelr London Chronicle.
reply to Old Bailey's miser
ly question.
The old oak frame in
Lake of Wine Burns Blue.
which they were hung, shaken by the
A lake of wine, consisting of 1,000,-00clanging and clashing as well as with
gallons, formed a most spectacuered by the hand of time, became so lar sight when it burned
blue against
dangerous that the church authorities, the blackness of
the night, near Frestoo poor to replace It, thought It best no, Cal. This lake was
formed near
to stop their ringing.
the burning building of a winery, and
Consequently, one of the most fa the light blue blending with
the op
mous peals In London haa been silent ange tinge of the darting flames
was
for 20 yeara. Thanks to the vicar of like a huge fireworks celebration. The
Bhoredltch, the bells have been taken lake of wine' extended for about a
down and are bolng fitted with a new block and burned for over an hour.
steel frame and fittings. A rededlca-tloThe loss from the burning of the winservice will be performed by the ery will amount up to a half million
bishop of Stepney and a
dollars. It was the largest In the Fresperformance will be given. A short no grape district, the warehouses
service will be beld by Rev. O. f. and fermenting rooms covering sevColeridge, rector of Crowthorne, eral acrea. The cause of tbe fire Is a
Bucks. Mr. Coleridge Is himself u mystery. Advance.
ringer, and a large number
of those Interested In the ancient art
Panama Canal Tolls.
are looking forward to bearing him.
The tolls collected for use of the
Almost aa old aa the church are the Panama canal during the month
of
records of the bell lingers. One of July were the largeat alnce the waringmost
societies
of
bell
the
ancient
terway has been In operation.
The
ers bad Ita honle, so to speak, In the total was $573,365, as compared with
church steeple. This brotherhood was the March tolls, 8560,784, the previous
known as the "London Scholars," but, record. The excess of earnings for
when, In 1749. they rang a peal of wel the year ending June 80 were 8230,-83come to the duke of Cumberland on
tbe total earnings for the year
hla return from quelling the Jacobite being 84.343,838. The total operating
rising, that famous general presented expenses
to 84,112.650,
amounted
them with a medallion, still a treas- which does not take Into consideraured possession, snd commanded that tion the Interest on the capital Inthey be known as the "Royal Cumber- vested, charges sgalnst depreciation,
land Youths" for the future.
sinking fund and other like general
One of the performances of these Items, nor about 880.000 which was
"youths" still bolda a 'ecord In
deducted from the earnings on acannala. In the central porch count of government vessels using the
of the church there la today displayed canal.
g

time-wor-

0

well-know- n
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food is splendid for brain workers, and
ideal for school children.
Being partially
it is quickly absorbed by the
system going directly to the
of sinew, brain
and nerves without overloading the stomach.
Grape-Nut-

s

d,

"There's a Reason"
Sold by Grocers.

HIS

TIME

OF

It was long past tbe bathing hour at
The bathhouse,
Old Sweet Springs.
a quaint structure built mora than six
decades ago of brick manufactured on
tbe grounds, .nd with pool opening to
the sky, waa deserted except for Miss
aed Mr.
who were taking a sun bath on the

CASTORIA always

after which the

creolln should be rinsed off and the
animal washed with warm water and
soap. This treatment la desirable for
cats and will prevent the akin of the
most delicate animal from being
burned. Finely pulverised moth balls
worked Into the fur of tbe cat are
also useful. The naphthalene In tbe
moth balls drives tbe fleas out of the
hair. They emerge In a stupefied condition and can then easily be killed.
Insect powder, sometimes called
buhach or Dalmatian Insect
powder, may be used In the same way.
pyrethrum is
Fresh, unadulterated
necessary to secure satisfactory results.
The ground, the flours of outhouses
and similar placea where fleas are
supposed to build should be sprayed
with kerosene or crude petroleum
sprinkled about. An inexpensive preventive measure la the liberal uae of
salt scattered about the breeding
placea and then wet down.
thorough wettings with water
have been found to keep fleas out of
poultry runs in Texas and salt water
from the gulf Is used extensively tor
this purpose along the coast
Fumigation with sulphur fumes or
hydrocyanic acid gas haa been employed to rid dwellings of fleas. Both
of these have the additional advantage of killing rats and mice aa well
as fleas, but sulphur Is open to the
objection that It corrodes metal and
Injures plants. Hydrocyanic acid gas
Is ao deadly that Its use except under
expert direction is quite out of tbe
question. In fumigating with aulpbur
four pounds to each 1,000 cubic feet
of space should be used. Tbe sulphur
Is piled up cone shaped In a pan,
which Is placed In a larger pan or tub
of water to' avoid Are from the heat
A depression la made in
generated.
the top of the cone of sulphur, a little
alcohol poured into It, and a match
applied. Tbe room to be fumigated
should be tightly closed beforehand
and kept closed from ten to twelve
hours. At the end of that time the
doors and windows should be opened
from the outside and the room thoroughly aired before It la entered.
Various methods of trapping fleas
have been tried at one time or another, but none of these appear to be
of aa much practical value aa tbe
methods already discussed.
It Is
well to remember, however, that the
flea cannot Jump upward very far a
few Inches being the usual limit and
for this reason It the legs are protected a person la rarely bitten.
Semi-weekl- y

Yellowstone "Help."
When the Yellowstone hotel and
camp men shipped their seasons
"help" to the park early In June to
be ready for the rush of visitors, the
special train that carried them afforded plenty of fun for the cities at
which It stopped en route. It waa a
merry crowd that filled the fifteen
Pullmans, one that knew how to en
tertain Itself exceedingly well. "The
employees have their own lexicon of
descriptions," says the Salt Lake City
Newa, describing tbe scene at the station. "The terms used to designate
different classea of help are aa follows: Savages all of the help in a
generic sense; heavers dining room
help: wranglers horse herders; barn
dogs help used about the corrals;
swaddles soldiers In the park; dudea
all tourists; Mulligan dump where
the drivers eat Tbe esthetlo designation of biscuit shooters Is applied
to the hotel waiters.'
The regular hotel help la strictly
professional, but the camp help largely amateur.
The Wylle Camping Co.
alone received 5.000 applications for
350 placea, many of the applicants
being schoolteachers,
college stu
dents, and
pupils of both
sexes.

OPPORTUNITY gallery, and a colored attendant. High maculate
(e'er the heads of the chatting couple,

"Hero" Willing to Make Wreck of His
Attire to Distinguish Himself In
Girl's Eyes.

CASTORIA
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flve or ten minutes,
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Oaatorla Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil Paregoric. Drops and Soothing Syrups. It Is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium Morphine nor other XTarootte
substance. Ita age Is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
For more than thirty years It
and allays FeverUhneas.
has been In constant use for the relief of Constipation.
Flatulency "Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food giving healthy and natural sleep
The Children's Iranacea The Mother's Friend

,

I the only remedy is to clean
I out their breeding places. It
I la, of course. Important to de- -

airuy mo auuii ueaa, out mi
should be accompanied by a
thorough cleaning out of all
Placea In which their eats
may be laid. Since It takes from two
weeks to many months for the urn
of fleas to develop to adulta there Is
always danger of a relnfestatlon un
less the breeding placea are thoroughly destroyed, saya Bulletin No.
248 of the United States department
of agriculture.
It ia a
fact thai rartain
kinds of fleas are responsible for the
spread of the bubonic plague, and this
If yon have the alighteat doubt alone would make their destruction a
Lydla K. Pinkham's Vegeta- universal dutr. Thev are. however
thatCompound
will help you, write responsible for other diseases aa well
ble
to Lydia K.PlnkhamMediclneCo, as the plague,
and entirely apart
(confidential) Lynn, Mafia., for adtheir Share In anreadlnar rnnta.
vice. Your letter will be opened, from
glon they are a great nuisance to huread and answered by a woman, man
beings and may annoy live stock
nd held In strict confidence.
to such an extent that they seriously
10SSES SUmV PRCVENTES Injure the health of the animal. The
Slat 1
Pint. u
BLACK ay,rtfd,O.tter'a
frwh. reliable; peervrrM
f flea can exist practically everywhere
Watn atotkman bacauee ta.lt ar..
that man can. and If the conditions
fall.
taat where ether
U . M
Write for boeel.l end teetlaaenlali. are permitted to be favorable It will
aLaJalaaadVaat'
mumpiy with great rapidity.
Pltl, 4.M
Ut
,h. aiuklt,
TIM anr imaMer.
but Cutter"! bMt
Of the approximately four hundred
The rnperlwrltj ef Cutler pmductl li du to eter II
In eaeelaei m4 eeruH Mle.
species of fleas known to exist the
funnalbtef ail,prliMilnff
Cutter'a. If unobtainable, order dlrat
TM( OUTTl
Serieley. CaJllarila, human flea, the dog flea, the cat flea,
LABOSATORY.
the rat flea which carries the nlaeue
and the stlcktight flea are the varie
NEW CURE FOR RHEUMATISM
ties wnicn most commonly affect hu
Woman Who Had Suffered for Many man belnga and domestic animals.
The atlcktight flea differs- - from the
.
Yeara la Cured by Bolt of
oinera in tnat when It has once at'
Lightning.
tached Itself to a host It rnmalna with
Its mouth parts Immovably Imbedded
The medical faculty was put to in the
flesh.
Cblckena suffer In par
sname by a bolt of lightning which tlcular
from this pest, and for this ra.
the other night struck the farmhouse son It Is sometimes
called the chicken
of Chnrlcs A. Ilurdick, on Washingnea. It Is frequently seen In dense
ton Ridge, says the Berlin (Conn.) masses also on
the ears of dogs and
correspondent of the New York Her- cats. It Is
difficult to loosen It from
artidestroyed
ald. The electric bolt
Its bold and Ita destruction therefore
cles In all the eight rooms of the
house and did damage exceeding
but it cured Mrs. Ilurdick of rheumatism, from which she had Buffered
for many years.
Mrs. Ilurdick was about to put wood
lu the kitchen stove when the bolt The Famous 8horedltch Bells of Lon
struck her, knocking her down and
don Have Been Hung A Peal of
rendering her unconscious. One of
12,000 Changes.
her feet was on zinc beneath the
etove. The lightning took a nail out
Oiuhki'b and Leinuna," aay the belli of St.
of the sole of her shoes and her foot
1'luinnns.
will you pay me?" aay the bells of
Dr. Thomas "Whi-was severely burned.
Old Ballvy.
Mulligan of New Britain soon revived "When I kmiw rich." aay the bells of

e

and has been
tinder bis per- aonal supervision alnce Its Infancy.
WutSyxJ-COcJutAllow no one to deceive yon In this.
are bat
All Counterfeits. Imitations and
trifle;
Experiments that
with and endanger the health of
Infanta and Children Experience against Experiment.
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THE HUMAN

Always Bought, and which has been
of

Kind Ton

Hare
the
la dm for oyer 30 years has borne
made)

Xha
i

high-scho-

In lummer

attire.

In fact-- Mr.

plunge1 tc the resbetween the aged bricks and piping, cue, and back be swam In triumph
nestled beveral fledglings, and the soft with the
victim of
ripples of the pool allured one baby the tnlMhap. The mother bird, returnbird. It fluttered out of Its nest and ing froiu a foraging expedition, found
fell with a splash Into the water. her bedraggled offspring somewhat
There was a widening circle on the wet and mussed, but otherwise safe
face of the pool where It disappeared. and aound In Ita nest
gave a cry of
Miss
sympathy, and there came a glance of
Mosquito Repellent
appeal toward Mr.
OU of cltronella, 1 ounce; spirit
One
glance was enough. Disregarding tie of camphor, 1 ounce; oil of cedar, H
tact that ha waa fully clothed Im- ounce. Apply early and often.
scantily-feathere-

e

-

d

In Use For Over 30 Years
Th

Kind You Have Always Bought
VMt

t

mwtmi
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The Last Straw.
Two Birds Indicted.
The complaints against the robin
"What do you suppose killed thai
have dwelt on his fondness for old miser?"
blackberries,
cherries, strawberries,
"I suppose be found he was spend
raspberries, pears, peaches, prunes, In g his breath."
grapes and even olives in California.
Tbe bluebirds' consumption of cultiTake Along a Hammer.
vated fruits seems more limited, being
Have you been up to breal
She
practically confined to cherries, raspnew bridegroom yet'
berries and blackberries, and Its fruit- - bread with the
He No, I'm not feeling very strong
eating period Is very short, being only
from late fall to early spring whrn
the Insects which it prefers are scarce.
FACE

BATHING

The General Says:
Why sand year
mon.y away for
kwraala roofia"
wImh
ua att
th hmmt raof
i raaMaabla price of worn
aWaUr
Ucal
rhaa r haawT

WITH

Cuticura 8oap Most 8oothlng to Sen
sitive Skins. Trial Free.
Especially when preceded by little
touches of Cuticura Ointment to red,
rough, Itching and pimply surfaces.
Nothing better for the skin, scalp,
y
hair and hands than these
emollients. Why not look your
best as to your balr and skin?
Sample each free by mall with book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY,
Boston, Sold everywhere. Adv.

Certain-tee- d

super-cream-

It Made a Difference.

"How far Is It to the next town?"

the motorist asked the farmer along
the road.
" 'Uout ten miles as the crow flies,"

Roofing
guaranteed m writing S year for
10 yean for
and 15 years for
and the reaponalbility of our bis mill
at and. behind this guarantee. Ita quality M
tbe hiaheat and Ua price the moat reasonable.
I

General Roofing Mfg. Company
ITorid'a larvat minuacfurn at JtoeSn
anil luiiilin Papr
(mm
CUrai
Kr Yrt O.
Pkhtarfl
rauaMpatt

UamaM Urtrwa
gauu
Ctt.
Indie Barters Snaef

AllaaU

CluaauM
It. I nit
laafraadace tollia

said the farmer.
"Yes, I know," Bald the motorist,
"but, you see, the crow's riding with
me today."

STOCK AGAINST DEATH

Red Cross Bag Ulue makes the laundrem
happy, makes clothe whiter than snow.
All good grocer. Adv.

and protect your most valuable asset
See our local agent or write the Home
Office for rates and full information.

INSURE YOUR LIVE

THE

ROOT

MOUNTAIN

UYE

STOCK

INSURANCE CO.

"Ringing Island" Is an old nick- TABOR OPERA BOUSE BLOCK
DENVER, COLO.
name for England which was so called
Automatic
Shear should
because It was said to have more bells Our
a. in every
Aenta wnnteij. vkrlta
1'. u. Bui 134, Denver, Cola,
than any other country.
for
nui)a-iiiiii-

partii-ulHr-
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COOKS
USE
'W Baking Powder
The patrons of our first class hotels and restaurants are exact
Ing they demand the best Women go where the pastry and cakes
are noted for their excellence. Men are attracted by hot bread and
biscuits when fresh and moist and light
The pastry cook with a reputation uses K C Baking Powder
because he knows that results are certain; every time everything
is as good as his best
too
K c Baking Powder he can mis the various
kinds of batter before the rush of the meal begins and bake as
needed so that every order goes to the table fresh and hot yet the
last no DaKcs are jusi as gooa as tne nrst.
The reasons behind these reasons is that K C Is
really a blend of two baking powders. One commences
to give off leavening gas as soon as moistened. The
other requires both moisture and heat to make it
active. Dough or batter will remain In a partially
leavened condition for hours, and when put in the oven,
will come up as light as if mixed a moment before.
For cookies, pancakes, doughnuts and the like,
which cannot all be baked at once, K C is Indispensable. For all baking thedouble raise makes doubly certain.
Follow tht trample of tht prefruional
Cook and your baking will bt tauat to hit.

All Ready

for Big State Fair

All is now in readiness for the
opening of the biggest state fair
ever held in the southwest,
meaning, of course, the New
Mexico State Fair which is to be
held in Albuquerque next week.
Last Sunday the biggest order
of tents ever filled by the big
tent firms of Denver was receiv
ed and
with it cume a
f necial man tj set the tents in
Early Monday morn
position.
ing the work of getting this
enormous spread of canvas up
began, and later in the week the
first of the exhibits began to ar
rive. Traction park has already
begun to look like a real live
fair, and the people of Albujuerque are getting ready to en
tertain the greatest crowds that
have ever gathered in their city.
While the crowds will be big.
the arrangments for their enter
tainment are in proportion to the
magnitude of the occasion. A
bureau of information will be
established at the Santa Fe sta
tion, and the comfort and convenience of every visitor will
receive the most careful attenEvery hotel, cafe and
tion.
liarding house in Albuquerque
,s listed with the bureau of information and the prices of each
are on file. No extortion will be
permitted with the State Fair
management to see that every
visitor to the city goes away
feeling good and entertaining a
better feeling towards
and her people.
-

Albu-ut-rq-

Obituary

Mester to Conference

District Court Proceedings

Rev. J. H. Messer left Monday
to attend his annual conference,

The Ben Bechtel, case which
comsumed the attention of the
court during the greater part of
last week was disposed of Mon
day, when the jury brought in a
verdict for damages in favor of
the plaintiff for $3750.00. The
suit was for seven thousand
dollars which the plaintiff alleged in his complaint as damages due him by the action of
the board of county commission
ers of Lincoln County, when he
was constructing the court house
of that county.
The Lem Cheshite murder case
is now on trial; the jury having
been selected Wednesday morning. In this case the defendant
is charged with the killing of
Sam Byers last year in the J. F.
Deats saloon at, Texico.
Bad
blood had existed between the
two cattlemen for sometime and
the defendent alleges that he
thought his life was in dancer
when he fired the fatal shot.
The defendent is an old man
while the deceased was a young
man with somewhat of a pugelis-tireputation. The state is represented by District attorney
K. K. Scott and assistant dis
trict attorney, A. W. Hocken- nuu. the defendant is represented by attorneys Patton and
Bratton and V. A. Gillenwater.
Following this case is that of T.
M. Dickens, who is charged with
the killing of A. S. Combs will

which meets in Marfa, Texas.
Mr. Messer has much to do in
the business of the conference,
being president of several of the
Boards of the conference. We
learn that he has had a very
successful year in his work here.
One hundred members have been
added to his church this year
All the finances of the church
have been met. Mr. Messer has
numerous frienis both in and
out of his church who are anxious
for him to be returned to Clovis

Bickley is Superintendent
Prof. J. M. Bickley was sworn
the first of the month
of
as County Superintendent
Schools, vice, L. C. Mtrsfelder
resigned.
Prof. Bickley who
was appointed to the position
,
while he was visiting in
is a practical school man
and served a term as teacher in
the Clovis High Schools. The
people who understood and so
thoroughly appreciated Prof.
Mersfelder's efforts in building
up the schools of Curry County
and in greatly increasing the
attendance, will regret to lose
him from the service. Health
reasons made his resignation
necessary.
in on

Kent-tucky-

Episcopal Church
(Kev. D. A. San ford, Pastor)
Sunday School at
a. m.

Morning service with sermon
at 11 a. m. Subject: "Christ,
the Physician of the Soul."
Evening service at 7;30 p. m.
Bishop Howden will be here on
Sunday October 17th. when the
Bishop will preach and Confirm
A cordial in
ation will bo held.
vitation is extended to all.

c

come up.

News Special a Decided Hit

NEW GOOD
Are Arriving Almost Daily
We enjoyed a big trade during the fair week. Thanks
to our friends and customers. Although we sold man
of our goods, our stock of new and high class merchandise is by no means exhausted.
receive new shipments almost daily.
MILLINERY
Our new millinery is the talk of the
ladies of the county. We are offer
ing the greatest values in hats this
season ever given by a Clovis dealer.
Our big sales enable us to do it. The
Quaker and the Vernon Castle are
among the latest, most popular styles.

,

We continue to

LADIES
DEPARTMENT
This stock of suits, one piece dresses,
coats and skirts, is the most complete
in New Mexico. It has been carefully picked for style, workmanship
and quality. We are agente for the
celebrated Phoenix Hosiery and have
an excellent line of hosiery to show you
READY-TO-WEA-

R

...Be Sure and See Our Silk Plaid Waists...
Also a fine selection in the Crepe de Chene and the
Middy Shirt Waists. These are all of the latest styles
and are selling them at the very lowest prices! An
inspection of our prices and goods will convince you.
Underwear for the ladies, misses and children.
In connection we have an Art Department carrying
the Royal Society Fancy Work and Floss. Remember our Dressmaking Department in connection.

The News big 21 page special
county fair and development
Feburary 8, IS) 12 and died
edition issued Thursday night of
October 2, 101.3. He had been
last week has proven to he the
fick about one year.
During
most popular edition ever issued
this time his purents put forth
in Clovis and the demand for
every effort to save his life.
extra copies has been heavy. It
!ah-Nime of the best medical all in
proves conclusively
the
v'lovis were summoned. In fact
First Methodist Church lvalue of newspaper advertising
Lis the Curry County fair was
L.try physician in Clovis were
h
(October
;.: dill'ercnt times brought into
not advertised
in nny other
Let everyone of our members
i.'iisultation. He was also taken
manner. The News special con
;wice by his parents to leading attend the Sund ry School, .lust tained more columns of reading'
Socialists in Denver Colorado, try yourselves ami stw how large matter ihan any paper ever
i.ut the light was of no avail, j ou can make the Sunday School. issued between Amarillo and
There will be no preaching at Albuquerque
uniwigjicrraagaEX!
i'lie past few weeks the little
or Koswell an
1 1 o'cclock. but our p"op!esh iuld
tvllow commenced to sink
double the number of cuts of
against hope his attend some of the churches at any previous edition. It was an
Blacktower Budget
parents remained by his side day that hour. At 7:.":i e' will be expensive edition and while w
Miss Elsie NrrU visited the 3
..:'ter day and night after ni'ht. n I. n man's rally. The services tailed to reap any unancial re
girl Sunday.
Ledbetter
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